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I don't h o w about you, but when I'm
on the road and I spot another vehicle
with a canoe or kayak on the roof, I always honk and wave. Sometimes this
makes me feel a bit adolescent, but I rationalize my behavior with the argument
that, since I've been boating a long time
and since the number of whitewater enthusiasts around home is relatively small,
odds are I h o w some of those folks in
that car or truck.
Of course, it is hard to use that justification when I'm boating out west or down
south. But what the hell, I honk just the
same. And, most of the time, the occupants of the other vehicle honk and wave
right back. But my interest in the other
boaters I spot on the highway goes beyond that. Sometimes I flag them down to
see if they want to set shuttle. Or I pump
them for information about local boating
conditions.
And anytime I see a vehicle hauling
boats pulled over onto the berm of the
road, I stop to see if help is needed. On a
few occasions I have been on the receiving end of such assistance, offered by
other boaters.
Driving with a boat on the roof identifies one as a member of a special brother1
sisterhood. One that entails not only benefits, but obligations. A canoe or a kayak
is a very visible badge of membership.
And how you behave in and around your
boat bedecked vehicle ultimately reflects
directly on the entire boating community.
That means that you probably
shouldn't pass that lollygagging old granny
on the double yellow line. Or flip the bird
to that old pappy who pulled out in front
of you, driving at a snail's pace.
It means you shouldn't speed through
residential areas full of small children.

I
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Productions
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hrill to some of the best boaters in
the East getting munched, crunched
and generally thumped and pummelled on
one of the premiere hair runs in the
Appalachians.A radical soundtrack by Bill
Perkins highlights this non-stop,
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And, it goes without saying, that you
shouldn't toss trash out the window. Or
change your clothes in someone's back
yard or park inconsiderately on private
property at a put-in or take-out.
Winding the windows down and blaring raucous rap or rock or country or new
age or classical music is another form of
unacceptable behavior. These days everyone has a radio or tape deck; if they
wanted to listen to Ice T or Sonic Youth or
the Dead or even John Denver, God forbid,
they could. Most folks just don't want or
need other drivers to entertain them.
Of course, there are a hundred different forms of inappropriate behavior that
reflect poorly on the boating community.
Over the years I've witnessed my share.
One eccentric kayaker of my acquaintance
used to proposition young women as he
drove through the small Appalachian
towns near our favorite rivers. Actually I
use the word "women" loosely, since he

(914) 6885569

~

Safety: Charlie Walbridge
~Conservation: Pope Barrow, Mac Thornton, Peter Skinner
Address Changes: Keith Morgan, 2601 Tanglewood Dr., Durham, NC 27705
Missing Copies: Contact Phyllis Horowitz
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rights reserved.
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considered any girl over the age of ten to
be fair game. Needless to say this did not
endear him,or boaters in general, to the
local citizenry.
Ironically, the support of those very
citizens is now being courted by the West
Virginia Rivers Coalition in their efforts to
have several local rivers designated Wild
and Scenic. I hope those girl's parents are
either very- forgiving,
- or very forgetful.
In this era of river access problems
and misguided river development, we
need all the allies we can get. That's why
how we represent ourselves... how we
look... to the rest of the world is so important.

Speakingof how we look, you may
have noticed some changes in the layout
of American Whitewater. Credit those
changes to our new Graphic Designer,
John K. Victor, a paddler from Ohio.
John is a professional and he is making our publication look better than ever.
The challenge for the rest of us is to make
sure that the editorial content of the magazine merits this royal treatment.
Meanwhile, Chris Koll is taking a welldeserved, temporary (we hope!) break
from his editorial duties. Chris
singlehandedly produced American
Whitewater for many years and it is very
much his child. Everyone who enjoys
American Whitewater owes Chris a pat on
the back for a difficult, time consuming
and thankless job that was always well
done.

Not because you want to be different...

Because you want to be

BETTER!

Bob Gedekoh

Caper and Encore. Two new solo playboats
designed to encourage, not prohibit, proper
paddling technique. Whitewater canoes for
paddlers, not floaters. Call or write for free
catalog featuring all five Dagger models.

GARB
...river conscious clothing.. .

BTECTONIC
CANOE COMPANY, INC.

14760 Memorial Drive, Suite 300-105
Houston, TX 77079

PO Box 1500, Harriman TN 37748
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Free Catalog
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Water level readings from selected
North American river level gauges are
"up" on Waterline!
Water levels at your favorite boating
spots, and more you haven't explored
yet, may be "up" too! Find out for sure
where the best conditions are by
calling Waterline while you're planning
your next river adventure.
Readings are updated continually 24
hours a day, 7 days a week.
Call toll-free, any time of day, for
information, sample readings and river
gauge lists. We'll mail you details or if
you have a fax number handy, we'll fax
you everything you need to call our
Waterline gauge phone right now for
today's river levels.

ot
We've g you
Covered!

Extra room for the taller paddler.
Comfort and response for the 120 to 220
pound paddler.
Combines stability for the beginner with
performance for the expert.

The Choice is Easv
The hot playboat for the small to
medium sized paddler.
Easy t o roll and
surfs like a dream.

WAVE Sports
Write or call for a catalog
and your nearest dealer.
P.O. Box 5207
Steamboat Springs,CO 80477
(303) 879-4371

Heavy duty band sticks to your
cockpit rim in severe hydraulics.
Extra thick 3/16" neoprene deck
resists tearing.
Seamless deck construction
ensures dryness.
Comfortable Nylon 2 neoprene
bodytube is glued and sewn.
Laminated wear pad under front
deck prevents abrasion from
cockpit rim.
The ULTIMATE sprayskirt from

WdVE Sports
P.0. Box 5207
Steamboat Springs,CO 80477
Write or call for a catalog and your
nearest dealer. (303) 879-4371
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The American Whitewater
Affiliation (AWA) is a national
organization with a membership
of approximately 3000
whitewater boating enthusiasts
and 100 local paddling club
affiliates. The AWA was
organized in 1961 to protect and
enhance the recreational
enjoyment of whitewater sports
in America.
EDUCATION: Through publication of
its bi-monthly journal, AMERICAN
WHITEWATER, the AWA provides information and education about whitewater
rivers, boating safety, technique and equipment.
CONSERVATION: AWA maintains and
publishes a national inventory of
whitewater rivers, NATIONWIDE
WHITEWATER INVENTORY, monitors
potential threats to whitewater river resources through both its River Watch and
Regional Coordinator systems, publishes

information on river conservation, works
with government agencies to protect and
preserve free-flowing whitewater rivers
and provides technical advice and other
support to local groups regarding river
management and conservation. AWA also
takes an aggressive stand on whitewater
access issues pursuant to the
organization's official guidelines published
in PUBLIC ACCESS TO RIVERS AND
STREAMS FOR RECREATIONAL BOATING.
EVENTS: AWA organizes sporting
events, contests and festivals to raise
funds for river conservation. Since 1986,
AWA has been the principal sponsor of the
annual Gauley River Festival in
Sumrnersville,West Virginia, the largest
gathering of whitewater boaters in the nation. Each spring AWA also hosts the
Ocoee Rodeo in Tennessee and has become increasingly involved in simplifying
organizational aspects of rodeos across
the country through its development of
the National Organization of Whitewater
Rodeos.
SAFETY: AWA promotes paddling
safety, publishes reports on whitewater
accidents, maintains a uniform national
ranking system for whitewater rivers, THE

INTERNATIONAL SCALE OF
WHITEWATER DIFFICULTY, and publishes the internationally recognized AWA
SAFETY CODE.
ORGANIZATION AND PURPOSES:
AWA was incorporated under Missouri
non-profit corporation laws in 1961 and
maintains its executive offices and principal mailing address at P.O. Box 85,
Phoenicia, NY 12464. AWA has been
granted tax exempt status by the Internal
Revenue Service under section 501(c)(3)
of the Internal Revenue Code of 1954. The
charter includes the following purposes:
encourage the exploration, enjoyment and
preservation of American recreational waterways for man-powered craft, protect
the wilderness character of waterways
through conservation of water, forests,
parks, wildlife and related resources; promote appreciation for the recreational
value of wilderness cruising and of
whitewater sports.
PROFESSIONAL STAFF. Except for membership services, the Executive Director and
Conservation Director positions, part-time
bookkeeper and professional graphics consultant for the journal, all AWA operations, including editing of its bi-monthly magazine, are
handled by volunteers.

Featuring quality products f r o m
Perception, A q u o t e r r o , Extrosport,
Voyageurs, Pacific Water Sports, Blue
Puma, Body Glove, Werner ond more.
Write for our FREE Catolog of River Gear.
Dealers: Ask about our Rescue Bags,
Sprayskirts, and Pogies.

WILDWATER DESIGNS
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lkar Edil or:
We arc responding to
Charlie Walbridge's letter to
the editor in the Jan/Feb issue.
Like Mr. Walbridge, we have
been paddling for many years,
both as guides and as private
boaters. We remember how it
was in Ohiopyle before the
state park, and we know how
it is now. So we agree with Mr.
Walbridge that the Yough is
crowded. But that's about our
only point of agreement.
First, let's set the facts
straight about the fee. Contrary to the amounts stated in
Mr. Walbridge's latter, the actual fee is $4 per private boater
per trip ($2.50 user fee; $1.50
shuttle fee). His letter goes on
to make two arguments in favor of paying the fee-it's
cheap ("less that the price of a
coke and a candy bar," as he
puts it), and it's our fair share,

i.e. the price we have to pay for
access and facilities as rivers
become more crowded.
We take issue with both assumptions. Contrary to Mr.
Walbridge's experience,not all
of us drive to Ohiopyle in "nice
cars" or own "$1500 in paddling gear" and "the latest in
camping equipment". We sure
didn't when we started out. As
a matter of fact, we know a lot
of paddlers who drive second
hand cars, own second hand
equipment, and sometimes decide not to eat out because
their budget is too tight. Unemployment is high in Western
Pennsylvania, Mr. Walbridge,
and you'll find that paddlers
live at both ends of the economic spectrum.
But, maybe $4 isn't much
to you, and it isn't much to us.
We can afford to pay the fee,
and it wouldn't keep us from
paying to paddle the Yough.
But our principles will.That's

because there's a lot more to
this issue than the amount you
consider "trivial".

For example, we
don't believe it's our
"fair share" to pay for
the day use facilities
that other people use
for free.
You claim in your letter that
boaters are being provided
with "worthwhile services" like
changing rooms, toilets and
parking. Did you know that every other park visitor uses the
exact same facilities for free?
Hundreds of thousands of bicyclists, picnickers and fisherman park in the same parking
lots, use the same restrooms,
and hike the same trails as we
do. We pay; they don't. That
leaves only the quota system,
which we'll get into in a
minute.

So where does all this
money go? Is it earmarked for
boating safety of for boaters'
facilities or even for Ohiopyle
State Park? Not a chance.
Some of the money may end
up being used in Ohiopyle, but
a lot of it won't. It goes into a
general maintenance fund for
all Pennsylvania state parks.
So it might be used to repair
picnic tables as a park you've
never even heard of and will
never visit in your lifetime.
The people who eat on those
tables are using them for free;
private boaters are paying to
fix them. But that's our "fair
sharen, right? We don't think
SO.
But let's get back to the
Ohiopyle quota systemwhich is the real heart of the
problem. On the surface, it
seems more than fair. Fifty
percent of the river's use is
supposed to be reserved for
private boaters; 50 percent for

Durable

Slalom
Wildwater

Handcrafted

Well Balanced
High Performance

Sea Touring
Squirt Paddles
i

Big, warm, clean and deep
water mean the Ottawa is fast
becoming the favourite paddling river for North American
Kayak Clubs and Groups.
Wilderness Tours, Canada's largest
and leading outdoor adventure outfitter
looks forward to hosting your group
for a week of paddling the Ottawa's
Main and Middle Channels, while based
at our 650-acre Adventure Resort.

Learn-To-Kayak Week:
beginner and intermediate paddlers
Sun thru Fri, midJune thru August.
Lowcost air travel available.

Wilderness Tours

Silvermine Rd Box 5, Bryson City, NC 2 8 7 1 3 l7041488-9542

Box 89, Beachburg, Ontario, Canada

1-800-267-9166
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commercial companies. Only
those aren't the real numbers.
Forty percent of the so-called
"private boatersn are actually
rafting customers who are
renting their equipment form
the commercial companies.
That makes the actual percentage on the Yough more like 90
percent commercial and ten
percent private. But we're the
ones who should pay for the
crowded conditions. Yeah,
that seems fair. And did you
know that you'll pay that fee
even on weekdays and holidays, when the river is nearly
empty. It doesn't matter
whether there are three boaters or three hundred-you'll
still have to pay.
OK, we're all grown-ups
here. We understand that
Ohiopyle is big business, and
we're not going to change that
fact. We sincerely want to find
a reasonable way to co-exist
with the commercial compa-

nies and to accommodate all
the boaters who want to
paddle the Yough. So it may
surprise Mr. Walbridge to learn
that we would gladly pay the
feeH if it were strictly a
reservation fee
H if walk-ons (people who
didn't make a reservation) didn't have to pay it
H if it strictly covered the
cost of administering the
reservation system.
None of this is true now.
And, just in case you are wondering, the park administration
and the Department of Environmental Resources have shown
little interest in addressing our
concerns. Private boaters had
no effective input before the fee
was put into place, and they
have none now. The fee's in, its
time to pay up and shut up. In
fact, the response we've gotten
so far has been an open threat
to reduce the number of private

-

boater slots on the river in retaliation for the boycott. Oh, and if
you don't follow park "rules" to
the letter, maybe you'll just h a p
pen to get fined or arrested. Because they can, you know.
That's the situation at
Ohiopyle, Mr. Walbridge. And
that's why you'll see reasoning,
reasonable adults carrying signs
in Ohiopyle and boycotting the
river until the toll booth closes
at 3 p.m. We'd much rather
paddle than picket, But we do it
because we believe that you've
got to stand up for what you believe is right-as private boaters
and private citizens. It a matter of principle.
Sincerely,
Debbie Patz, President,
Keystone River Runners
Phil Patz, Keystone
River Runners
Tom Irwin, Parks
Committee Chairman, Three
Rivers Paddling Club

Quality

(301) 746-5389
Second Skin Pilm
tights, vests, and
one-piece suits

'Upper Youghn
Riverside Shop
P.O. BOX 70
276 Maple Street

Friendsville, MD
21531

call for
Free Catalog

@quatch

CM~-

skins@)

Manufactured in the
United States by Mountain Surf, Inc.

Editor's note:
I have known Charlie
Walbridge for a long time and
hold him in high regard. No
one has done more to promote
whitewater safety than
Charlie. He graciously
spends a great deal of his time
working o n AWA and ACA
projects and w e aU owe h i m a
debt of gratitude.
I value Charlie's opinion,
but, this time, I'm afraid I
have to side w i t h "the rebels'!
You see, I recently had the
"Mwilege" of making out a
rather sizable check to the
Treasurer of Pennsylvania to
cover m y state income tax for
1992. So, when I a m confronted by state park rangers
demanding that I p a y a fee to
paddle the Yough, I don't consider i t trivial... I consider i t
insulting. Unlike some residents of Pennsylvania, I do
not receive a welfare check,
subsidized d a y care or free
health care. Actually, I don't
get a hell of a lot for m y state
tux dollar. I n fact, using the
facilities at Ohiopyle i s one of
the only tangible services that
the state provides to me. So
why a m I being asked to pay
for i t twice?
On a number of occasions
1have heard park rangers talk
about how they intend to
manage "their park'! That reaUy irks me... a s a taxpager I
thought the park belonaed to
me... and that a s public servants, the rangers worked for
me.
Most of the paddlers picketing at Ohiopyle are law
abiding taxpayers who are
concerned w i t h the environment in general and the river
i n particular. It seems to m e
that when so m a n y
citizens are so unhappy, i t would
behoove the park management
and state authorities to ask
themselves some serious questions about what is wrong at
Ohiopyle. T h m they should
take steps to correct the situation.
Maybe i t is time for the
citizens of Pennsylvania to
picket and protest. Maybe i t
is time for them to take back
park.

Bob Gedekoh
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LETTERS

Dear Editor:
In June of 1992, the County
Board of Supervisors directed
Parks and Recreation Division
Staff to work with the River
Management Advisory Committee (RMAC) on the development of a private boater identification system for the South
Fork of the American River.
On February 24,1993,
RMAC recommended that a
private boater permit system
be initiated. The permit system proposal was reached
through consensus among
RMAC members. Within the

County's committee structure,
RMAC advises the Parks and
Recreation Commission; the
Commission advises the Board
of Supervisors.
Since 1987, Parks and
Rcreation Division staff and
RMAC have considered the
implementation of a fee permit
system for private boaters.
Fee permits are viewed favorably for several reasons:
1. Private boaters will pay
their fair share for County services and improvements to
boater facilities. Outfitters'
fees are now the sole source ol
revenue for the County's river
program.
2. Registering for a permit
will reduce boaters' anonymib
and the permit holder will be
accountable for the behavior
of the people on the trip. Accountability is an important
consideration to property own

Ken Kastorff
and
Endless River
Adventures
presents

C O S T A R l C A WHITEWATER '93
Quality Kayak trips for the Adventure Traveler
Trips tailored to 5 -7 paddlers
Nights spent relaxing in comfortable hotels
Meals enjoyed in quality restaurants
Advanced, Expert and intermediate trips offered
Itineraries designed for maximum group paddling experience
Customized trips available for private groups
Non-paddling companions welcome

TRIP DATES AVAILABLE
July 17 - 24 Advanced "New This Year"
July 24 - 31 Intermediate "New This Year"

Oct 16 - 23 Advanced
Oct 23 - 30 Expert
Oct 30 - Nov 6 Advanced
Nov 6 - 13 Advanced
Nov 20 - 27 Advanced
Nov 13 - 20 Couples
Nov 27 - Dec 3 Intermediate
CALL OR WRITE TODAY!
Tell FAX (704) 488-6199
P.O. Box 246, Bryson City, NC 28713
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ers along the river. This issue
is of primary concern to RMAC
members.
3. Efforts need to me made
to dissuade illegal, or "piraten
outfitting on the South Fork.
Through the 1980s,the average
number of private boaters on
the South Fork during the summer season was around 22,000
per year. The last three years,
the number has swelled. In
1992, a conservative estimate
of 37,000 private boaters went
down the South Fork from
May through September.
Granted, there are myriad
factors contributing to this increase. But it has become apparent there is a significant
number of "private" trips on
the river that are not cost-sharing, non commercial trips.
Staff believes that a permit on
which the permittee signs a
statement that the trip is noncommercial will be the least
intrusive way to get the message across. pirate trips
should not be tolerated because they contribute to congestion, hurting everyone's
river experience. They compete unfairly and illegally with
legitimate outfitters.
4. The educational/informational opportunities afforded
by a permit will result in improved boater experience levels and help to lessen rafting's
impacts on the river corridor.
The County's present approach, adopted in a 1984 ordinance, requires boaters to display a registration tag. The tag
program was also conceived to
inform and educate, but has
produced uneven results on
the four issues above.
The accompanyingstaff report outlines the progress of
RMAC and staff on the Board's
directive. The present proposal is similar to the types of
pennits on federally managed
rivers: a registration form will
be completed and a tag displayed on the boat. Please notice that in the first year, there
will be no fees associated with
the permit. Staff will evaluate
the costs and results of the system before recommendingany
changes for the 1994 season.
Your comments on the pro-

posal or participation in public
meetings would be greatly appreciated.
The Parks and Recreation
Commission, in a public meeting March 17, will decided
whether to forward RMAC's
recommendation to the Board
of Supervisors. If the Commission recommends approval of
the permit system, a public
hearing before the Board of Supervisors will be scheduled
(probably in mid-April). There
will also be a representative
from the Parks and Recreation
Division obtaining comments
as the Wends of the River
Conference in Oakland on
March 27-28.
You may contact me at the
address1fax above or at (916)
621-5349.
Sincerely,
Jeff Novak
River Recreation Supervisor
County of El Dorado
2441 Headington Rd
Maintenance Division
Placerville, CA 95667
FAX 62M387

Editors note: I live and
boat in the Appalachians so
this doesn't mean a lot to me.
But i t does sound a bit ominous... reminiscent of our
situation on the Lower
Youghiogheny. Those of you
who paddle the South Fork of
the American would do well to
take note and make your feelings known. The fact that we
received this letter seems en-

by Ed E. Lyne

An eight-lane interstate
highway (known as the
"beltway") encircles Washington, D.C.* like an poisonous snake protecting
the capitol from reality
outside. Inside this terrifying inferno, while the rest
of the nation looks on in
horror, the clashing gears
of government slowly
grind away.
The world inside the
beltway is a cacophonous
Tower of Babel-inhabited by politicians, bureaucrats, T.V. news casters,
lobbyists, lawyers, government contractors, drug addicts, and special interest
groups.
Undeterred by this horrific scene, and ever alert
to anything and everything
affecting whitewater, AWA
keeps a close watch on
events of interest to
whitewater boaters.
The following is part of
a continuing series of reports from inside the
beltway.

* Stands for Darkness and
Confusion.
Editor's Note: Unless otherwise stated, the views expressed in this article are
those of the author and do
not refict the policies or
views of the AWA.

BIG SHIFT IN FOCUS FOR RIVER
No longer is Congress the only circus in town for river conservationists.
A1 Gore, Bruce Babbitt, and underlings
too numerous to name, including
some not yet appointed, are waving
the green flag from windows in office
buildings in the executive branch- for
the first time in 12 years.
People have been recruited for jobs
in the new administration from almost
every environmental organization now
operating inside the beltway. The Sierra Club, National Audubon Society
and other groups have gleefully accepted the resignation of their best
and brightest, departing for jobs in
new the administration. Even American Rivers lost a key employee, Chuck
Fox, who became a special assistant to
the new pro-environment EPA Administrator.
It is too early to tell what all this
will mean- if anythmg- for river conservation. Several trends, however, have
already become clear.
The Clinton administration continues to focus on the economy, jobs, and
the national debt. This means several
things.
E%stof all, it will mean more and
higher fees for all forms of public land
American Whitewater

use. The President's February 17 "Vision" document made this obvious
when it proposed higher grazing fees,
a royalty on hard rock mining, and the
elimination of below cost timber sales.
That document proposed to raise
$265,000,000over 4 years through user
fees, recreation fees, and entrance fees
on federal lands. The increases would
be from $1 to $3 with the revenues being plowed back into recreational programs.
Like other recreationists who use
Federal lands, boaters may also have
to pay more to get into national park
and national forest areas, as well as
Army Corps of Engineers campsites.
There is plenty of good news as
well, however.
The President's energy tax proposal
hit hydroelectric power generation although "clean" and "renewable" energy sources, such as wind and solar,
did escape the tax.This prompted the
National Hydropower Association to
label the tax "discriminatory".
AWA's Washington staff, Rich Bowers, blasted the Hydropower
Association's opposition to Clinton's
energy tax.Bowers asked Congressional tax writing committees to keep
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Clinton's hydro tax in place. Interested
readers can get a copy of his letter by
calling Rich at 202-547-6900.
Inanother new development,some
of the most pro-hydro appointees at
the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC) have resigned. This
includes Charles Trabant, known for
his slash and burn attacks on river recreation interests. There is even a small
- but real - possibility that FERC
may get a "green" commissioner for
the first time in history.
A lobbying campaign was waged by
AWA, the National Wildlife Federation,
and others to encourage President
Clinton to appoint someone with
knowledge of river resources to FERC.
This could counterbalance the
agency's historic pro-development
bias. The appointment of even one
commissioner with a minimum level of
environmental awareness would be a
big step for FERC - and it could dramatically affect the relicensing of

more than 200 hydro dams now in
progress at the agency.
The groups are also asking Clinton
to reform the way the agency is managed. [See the article elsewhere in this
issue by Rich Bowers]
The Office of Hydropower at the
Energy Department is also under fire
from river advocates. AWA is asking
that it be completely dismantled. The
office has served as little more than a
mouthpiece for the hydropower industry,costing the taxpayers more than a
$1,000,000a year.
One novelty for river conservztionists is the discovery that it may no
longer be necessary to lobby congress
to get river protection projects moving
in the Federal government. Now, Gore
or Babbitt or someone else high up in
the new administration can, with a
stoke of the pen, repeal a 12-year old
encrustation of anti-environmental
rules and regulations, replacing them
with something more up-to-date and
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environmentallyaware !! This could
make life inside the beltway, a lot
easier for river advocacy groups.
Another plus for river advocates
could be the Administration's new "infrastructure" and jobs initiatives, as
well as Clinton's short term "stimulus"
package.
There is $1.7 billion in the stimulus
package, some of which is supposed
to be for environmental public works.
Signals from the new administration
suggest that environmental restoration
projects -including river restoration
-may come in for some sigrufcant
new money, especially if the projects
are job intensive.
The Army Corps of Engineers is already hard at work putting the
Kissimrnee River back in its original
meandering course, ripping out all the
dikes and levees thev constructed several decades ago. could this be the
wave of the future ?7.
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ANOTHER TRY FOR
THENORTHFORKOF
THE PAYE'ITE
Congressman Larry LaRocco has introduced a new version of his bi to include
Idaho's famous whitewater attraction, the
North Fork of the Payette, in the national
wild and scenic rivers system.
Asimilar effort last year came close,
but got tangled up in a fight over the
Lower Main Salmon which was included
in the same bill causing local political
problems.
The new bill H.R.233 covers only the
North Fork of the Payette 25miles downstream of Cabarton Bridge and upstream
of Banks.
WHAT YOU CAN DO: Write Chairm a n Bruce Vento, Subcommittee on National P a r k and Public Lands, Committee o n Natural Resources, US House of
Representatives, 812 House Annex 1, US
Capitol Washington, DC 20515. Ask h i m
to move the biU through his committee
this year.

RED RIVER BILL
The State of Kentucky has 510.3 miles
of good whitewater, according to the AWA
Nationwide Whitewater Inventory, but not
one river mile in Kentucky has been protected under the Federal Wild and Scenic
Rivers Act. (The Big South Fork of the
Cumberland is included in the National
Park System, but not protected from
FERC dams.)
Senator McConnell proposes to change
this embarrassing situation by designating
194 miles of the Red River downstream of
highway 746 a Federal Wild and Scenic
river. This section contains class 11-111
whitewater.
WHAT YOU CAN DO: Write Senator
Dale Bumpers, Subcommittee o n Public
Land, N a t i m l Parks and Forests, 308
Dirksen, US Capitol, Washington DC. Ask
him to move the McConneU biU, S. 250
through his committee.

RIO GRANDE RIVER BILL
INTRODUCED
Another wild and scenic rivers bill affecting whitewater has also been introduced in the US Senate. A bill was introduced by Senator Bingaman in February
to add an additional 12-mile segment of
the main stem of the Rio Grande in New
Mexico immediately downstream of the
segment already included in the system.
WHAT YOU CAN DO: Write Senator
Dale Bumpers at the address above. Ask
h i m to move the Bingaman biU, S. 375
through his committee.

STATE OF THE NATION'S RIVERS
Proposals now being developed by key river conservation groups could radically
change the direction of future river protection efforts. Some cutting-edge environmental advocates, led by the upstart Oregon-based Pacific Rivers Council, are beginning to address river conservation issues from a more scientific point of view. As
with so many other environmental issues, the key idea is "biodiversity".
The new initiativesare being developed in response to a recent avalanche of
troubling scientific revelations. According to fisheries biologists, fresh water ecologists, zoologists and other scientists, the nation's fresh water rivers and streams,
and the aquatic species which inhabit them, are in surprisingly desperate shape.
[See the article elsewhere in this issue, "Scientists Sound Alarm for River Ecology"]
River advocates are reacting to the heightened level of scientific concern for riverine biodiversity in two ways: first by trying ascertain the scope of the problem
and second, by developing new strategies to address river conservation from a ecological point of view.
Two proposals are now under development. One, based on a bill (H.R. 5001) introduced in the House of Representatives last session, is now being retooled by the
Pacific Rivers Council and several other national river conservation groups including AWA. This is the "State of the Nations Rivers" proposal. At this point it is not
clear whether legislation will be needed or whether the proposal can be carried out
administratively. The idea is to require the Federal government to prepare, every 5
years, a State of the Nations Rivers Report evaluating the existing status and historic trends in river resources.
Other legislation will be following on the heels of the State of the Nations Rivers
proposal. One bill is designed to encourage efforts, at all levels of government, and
by private landowners, which contribute to restoring ecological health to degraded
rivers. The strategy goes far beyond merely addressing surface runoff of water pollutants or wild and scenic values in specific short river segments. The idea is to assist project which recognize the biological interrelationships between the river, the
riparian zone, the flood plain, the hyporheic zone (the water underneath a river),
and, in fact, the entire watershed.
Again, the Pacific Rivers Council is spearheading development of this legislation.
The bill draws on exhaustive research and analysis prepared by the Council and
published in March of this year in a report entitled "Entering the Watershed". The
report and a draft of their bill is available from the Council's offices in Eugene, Oregon. PO. Box 309; zip 97440.

STATE PROTECTED RIVERS
Federal court decisions continue to reduce the authority of State agencies to
protect State water rights and instream flows from damage associated with Federal hydroelectric projects.
The ruling in the notorious 1990 Supreme Court case (California v FERC) has
now been expanded by a new California case involving the South Fork of the
American River. The court held that the Sales Flat Hydro project on that river
does not even have to submit to the State water permit process.
After failing to reverse California v FERC in last year's National Energy Act,
river advocates are working on a new strategy, exemplified by the bill recently
introduced by Senator Jeffords of Vermont. This bill amends the Clean Water
Act to permit States to impose conditions on dams to protect natural and recreational resources important to the State.

FERC RECEIVES WASHINGTON RESOURCE PROTECTION PLAN
FERC has received a plan from Washington State to protect more than 23,000
river miles from new hydro development and to require mitigation for another
43,712 river miles. F'ERC is required to take State plans of this kind into consideration in issuing new hydro licenses. The rivers were classified on the basis of
several types of natural resources which could be adversely affected by hydro
development, including recreation resources. Unfortunately, many new projects
already proposed (as many as 72 sites) will not be affected by the State plan.
nerican Whitewater
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anadian Ric Careless has been named
the twelfth recipient of the Perception,
Inc. River Conservationist of the Year
Award. The award is given annually to
support individual initiative in the fight to
preserve free flowing rivers according to
Bill Masters, Perception C.E.O.
For the past three years Careless has
been instrumental in the delay of the copper mine construction that would devastate the Tatshenshini River in British Columbia Careless has formed Tatshenshini
International, a consortium of 35 conservation organizations from the United States
and Canada to prevent the destruction of
the river. More than seven million concerned people belong to the thirty-five organizations that oppose the project.
"Virtually every conservation group in
the hemisphere has been organized to fight
the proposed copper mine and to save the
Tat. That is no mean feat," said Timothy E.
Wirth, United States Senator from Colorado.
"Ric Careless... put together the elements of a national and international coalition to oppose this travesty of a mine," remarked Brock Evans, Vice President of
National Issues for the National Audubon
Society. "In1991, Ric actually got all of us
together in one place to formalize the great
structure that he had already built- an international assemblage known as
Tatshenshini International. It is the very
first North American organization which
operates and functions as such."
"The Tatshenshini would not now be
posed for preservation were it not for Ric.
In fact, there would likely already be roads
in the incredible wilderness valley," according to Johnny Mikes of Canadian
River Expeditions, Ltd. "His energy, intensity and determination have virtually
single-handedly carried the campaign."
"His work to bring out the facts about
the dangers of the proposed mine, especially the potential acid drainage and the
devastating effects the acid would have on
Glacier National Park in the US. and on
the Alaskan salmon fishing industry has
galvanized the support of the entire conservation community," remarked Paul
George, founder of the Western Canada
Wilderness Committee.
The presentation of the Perception
Award, which includes a check for $1000
as well as a plaque, was made at the
Tatshenshini International Board of Directors meeting in Gabriola Island, British Columbia, by his primary nominator, Sally
Ramney, president of American Wildlands.

"Ric Careless is the leader and coordinator, the mastermind and the guiding
spirit of this campaign. There is no one
more deserving of recognition for brilliant
campaign management, dedication... all he
has sacrificed and all that he has gained for
the Tatshenshini River,"she said.
Past recipients of the Perception Award
include:
1991 Scootch Pankonin, Washington,
D.C. Representative for America Outdoors
and a prime mover in virtually all major
conservation efforts. Volunteers as Vice
Chair of American Rivers Board of Directors.
1990 Wendy Wilson, Idaho. Fought for
passage of Idaho's State Protected Rivers
Program, gaining protection for 873 river
miles on the Forks of the Boise, the Priest,
the Payette and the Middle Snake.
1989 Pete Skinner, New York. Member
of AWA's Board of Directors. Lauded for
his grassroots work and for encouraging
citizen involvement in the licensing and
relicensing of hydro dams.
1988 Mark Dubois, California. Instrumental in fight to save the Stanislaus. In
1986 he founded the International Rivers
Network, which fights to save rivers
around the world, particularly in Third
World Countries.
1987 Pope Barrow, Maryland. Member
of AWA Board of Directors. Originator of
the River Watch System, an early warning
system to publicize controversial new hydro projects. Prime mover and shaker in all
American Whitewater

of AWA's conservation efforts and in the
recent development of the river access
policy statement.
1986 Frank Fly, Tennessee. Fought to
stop the Columbia Dam on the Duck River,
Tennessee's longest free flowing river.
Fought to develop a plan that would protect the river indefinitely.
1985 Nick Adams, Maine. Formed the
Penobscot Coalition to save the West
Branch of the Penobscot River. Unified
fisherman, boaters and other outdoor interest groups in this battle.
1984 Dr. Gerald Meral, California Dual
efforts to save the Tuolumne from damming and to defeat California Governor
Deukrnejian's massive water development
plan.
1983 Steve Taylor, Washington D.C.
Tireless efforts to save the Gauley River in
West Virginia from a U.S. Army Corp of Engineers hydroelectric project.
1982 Tom Easley, Colorado. Helped
form the Northwest River Alli- ance,
which fought to obtain Wild
and Scenic Status for the
A
rivers of Colorado.
1981 David
Brown, West Virginia Provided
full-time leadership in struggles
to save the Gauley
in West Virginia and
the Ocoee in Tennessee..
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Volunteers Needed to Achieve
Wild and Scenic Status
Idaho Rivers United (IRU) is recruiting volunteers for a new
river monitoring and protection program, the River Advocate
Team (RAT). River Advocate Team Volunteers will adopt a river
that is under study for inclusion in the federal Wid and Scenic
River system and work with Idaho Rivers United staff to support
the process.
Clearwater and Nez Perce Forest officials have announced
that Wild and Scenic suitability studies will be conducted on
nineteen rivers in the two forests over the next two years. Suitability studies are the second of the two part Wild and Scenic
river evaluation process established by the Forest Service.
The first part, determinationof the Wild and Scenic eligibility
of a river, was conducted during preparation of the forest management plan. To be eligible, a river must be free-flowing and
possess one or more outstanding values... ie. scenic or recreational.
The suitabilitv determinationis more subjective and is heavily
influenced by public opinion. Topics considered in the suitability
study include:
The uses of the land that would be enhanced,foreclosed or
curtailed if the river is designated Wild and Scenic.
The river values that would be lost if the river is not protected.
Public, state and local government interest in protection.
Current land ownership.
When the Forest Service deems a river suitable for designation, the Secretary of Agriculture may forward the recommendation to the President, who may forward it to Congress for a vote.
If a river is found unsuitable, interim protection is lifted.
The Idaho suitability studies will be staggered over the next
two years. Forest Service official Dennis Griffith will act as coordinator. Rivers lying totally within public lands will be studied
first, followed by rivers with mixed land ownership. The first
studies, to be completed by April, 1994, will probably be on the
watershed of the North Fork of the Clearwater, White Sand
Creek and the headwaters of the Selway.
The Forest Service plans to eventually evaluate every river in
Idaho that lies within their domain. RAT volunteers will be responsible for gathering basic information about their river, establishing contact with the federal management agency, and helping
the Idaho Rivers United staff monitor the study process. IRU will
provide all of the volunteers with a handbook. RAT volunteers
may work alone, or may choose to work in teams on a particular
river.
"The River Advocate Team is a simple way to get involved in
protecting a river that is near and dear to you. If you live near a
river or visit a river regularly, you're the expert on that river,"
said Liz Paul of Idaho Rivers United. "The RAT volunteers will
serve as liaisons between the agencies and IRU."
For additional information about the RAT program call IRU at
(208) 343-7481 or (800) 574-7481. The address is: p.0. Box 633,
Boise, Idaho 83701. IRU is a statewide, non-profit river conservation organization with 800 membersl
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ADDITIONAL REGULATION
THREATENS ACCESS TO
NYON
Ric Alesch
New regulations for
Westwater Canyon in eastern
Utah are making it harder to
get on the popular Colorado
River run, and a proposed
regulation for next year threatens to ruin an annual fall pilgrimage for many western
boaters. Westwater is a popular class 111-Nriver trip in Utah
about 30 miles west of Grand
Junction, Colorado. It offers
beautiful canyon scenery and
is especially popular in the late
season when other streams
have dried up. Westwater is
one of the few desert canyon
whitewater trips that can be
made in one day, although
many parties make it an
overnighter, which increases
its appeal as a weekend float.

Save The
Rivers Raffle
Proceeds to
benefit AWA's
Whitewater
Defense

River use in Westwater
Canyon is controlled by the
Bureau of Land Management
(BLM), and access to the canyon has gotten more and more
difficult for private boaters in
the last 15 years. In recent
years BLM has also increased
equipment requirements. In
the last two years they added
three stipulations that most
private boaters considered excessive and, in the case of two
of the three, many termed ridiculous. Specifically, kayak
parties were required to carry
one extra paddle and l i e
jacket per every three boats.
Kayak parties were also required to have a human solid
waste carry-out system.
Most paddlers do not ob-
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ject to reasonable stipulations
needed to protect canyon resources and control user numbers, as long as they are kept
to an essential minimum and
treat private boaters fairly.
Most private boaters also support efforts to increase
whitewater safety, but generally believe that education, not
regulation, is the answer. Carrying a spare paddle is always
a good idea, especially for remote areas. But requiring one
for every 3 boats in Westwater
Canyon would seem excessive.
Private boaters have suggested that each group should
assess their skills and determine the right number of spare
paddles to bring. The logic behind requiring extra life jackets
for kayak trips also has been
called into question. In over
thirteen years of day trips in
Westwater and elsewhere this
author has never known of
anyone losing his or her life
jacket. (Note: this requirement

was dropped last year due to
protests from many boaters.)
Requiring a human waste
carry out system for kayak day
trips has also raised the hackles of private boaters. They argue that with the facilities at
the put in and takeout, pit
stops to leave solid waste
along the river are relatively
rare. Even when private boaters are required to carry a
plastic pickle jar or some other
container, most would probably not use it.
The BLM recently issued its
1993 Moab District permit information and they are once
again tightening the regulations for access to Westwater
Canyon (and the San Juan
River and Desolation Canyon
on the Green River), without
public input. BLM is extending
the permit season to include
April and October. For 1993,
the October extension in
Westwater only applies to
overnight trips; however, BLM
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is considering also limiting day
use during October in 1994.
During the last 15 years
Westwater Canyon has become a mecca for whitewater
paddlers in early October who
either failed to get summer
permits, or who, for one reason or another, did not try.
Last year over 700 people
launched the first Saturday in
October. Late season flows are
ideal for kayaking, offering
many popular play spots. Rafting is still good, and the
weather is often quite nice.
October weather in Utah
can be iffy though, and in November average temperatures
drop significantly. Snow is a
real possibility, and daylight
hours decrease rapidly. Extending the permit season to
November would discourage
most boaters from coming to
Westwater after permit season.
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Some private boaters believe
that this may be exactly what
BLM wants; it would likely
eliminate what Paddler Magazine recently referred to as the
annual Westwater "hydraulic
convergence."
One of the reasons for the
pent up demand for access to
Westwater is the increasing
difficulty that noncommercial
boaters have had using the
river in recent years. The many
changes that have been made
in procedures for permit applications, fees, and equipment
requirements, all came without
public input. Several years ago
BLM quit allowing kayakers to
use unfilled permit space at the
launch site. Noncommercial
demand has grown more dramatically than commercial demand, but BLM has not adjusted the user day allocation
to reflect the greater noncom-

mercial interest levels. This is a
common problem on western
rivers that are managed under a
split allocation system.

In addition to all these
changes made without
benefit of public input, to
this author's knowledge
Westwater is the only
major federally-managed
permit river that lacks a
comprehensive river
management plan. BLM's
allusion to axing the
October free day use
season in the 1993 permit
application literature
appears to be an attempt
to "test the waters" for
public reaction.
I
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Representatives of the AWA
are urging BLM to reconsider
the idea of extending the season for day use and asking
them to address these issues in
a long overdue river management plan. The AWA representatives are calling for support
from the general boating public.
The AWA is arguing that
rather than make it more difficult for private boaters to get
on the river, BLM should consider changes to the existing
management system. First,
they suggest that the userday
ratio could be agiusted to increase the noncommercial allocation relative to commercial
use. This ratio was set at 50/50
over 15 years ago, and to this
author's knowledge, it has
never been agiusted.
The AWA also believes that
the BLM should also consider
increasing the daily limit on
the number of boaters allowed
to make day trips through
Westwater Canyon. They argue
that use levels should be controlled to limit environmental
impacts and preserve a quality
experience. However, day trips
have minimal impact on canyon resources, and Westwater
is not considered by most boaters to be a primitive wilderness
experience. They argue that
there is no need to keep day
use at very low levels. The
AWA believes that some increase in day use could be accommodated without degrading the experience. In fact,
BLM probably does not have a
strong basis for controlling use
Levels as tightly as they do, because Westwater Canyon, although found eligible for designation as a wild and scenic
river several years ago, has not
yet been designated by Congress, and the interim protection has expired.
The AWA is urging boaters to
write to the BLM and protest the
increased regulation of the Colorado River in Westwater Canyon
(and other Utah rivers) without
public input, especially the contemplated October extension for
1994. Letters should be addressed
to the District Manager, BLM, at
P.O. Box 970, Moab, UT 84501..
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1990 study by Larry Master of the
Nature Conservancy found that in
North American fresh waters 23%of our
amphibious species are now rare or extinct, as
are 34%of our fish, 65%of our crayfish, and
73%of our mussels.

LOSS OF RIVER-BASED
BIODIVERSITY ALARMS
by Pope Barrow

S

cientists have always
known that fresh water rivers and streams are an essential cog in the complex machine known as the natural
ecosystem. Lately, however, a
consensus is growing within
the scientific community that
the biological health of
America's flowing waters is seriously impaired. If the degradation continues unabated, it
could have serious consequences for many forms of life.
According to a January
1993 article in the technical
journal, BioScience, fresh water rivers are as critical to
biodiversity as tropical rain
forests. "Flowing waters ... are
of great importance to our
physical, chemical, and biological world...[harboring] a diverse and unique panoply of
species, habitats, and ecosystems, including some of the
most threatened species and
ecosystems on earth and some
... having greatest value to human society."
The rumblings from
academia were first reported
in the JulyIAugust issue of this
magazine after experts testified before a Congressional
subcommittee that "the biota
of North American rivers has
been decimated by the actions
of human society". According
to Dr. Arthur Benke and Dr.
James Karr the damage has
been going on for s o long and
is now so extensive that the
"total loss of biodiversity may
never be known."

New Reports Contain a
Disturbing Message
Recently the anxious warnings from a few scientists have
grown to a creshendo of troubling new information. In a
blockbuster 552 page report released at the end of 1992 by the
National Academy of Sciences,
in a 317 page analysis entitled
"Entering the Watershed" prepared by experts at the Pacific
Rivers Council, and even in articles in the New York Times
and Washington Post, the disturbing message is the same:
numerous river ecosystems
have already been damaged almost beyond repair; others are
on the verge of collapse; and
no effective mechanisms are in
place to avert the damage or to
restore degraded riverine ecosystems.
The biotic impoverishment
of our rivers and streams is
most dramatically illustrated
by the loss of species diversity.
To the average person, the
extinction of the Tellico snail
darter in Tennessee or the disappearance of a few frog and
mussel species here and there
does not seem a major catastrophe. But the biological
changes now underway in
thousands of rivers and
streams throughout North
America may be having relatively invisible, but dramatic,
effects on river ecology.
Scientists point out that, in
any river ecosystem, the thinning of individual species inAmerican Whitewater

Another study of freshwater mussels found
that of the 237 known species, 13 are currently
extinct, 40 are endangered, 2 are threatened,
and 74 are Federal candidate species. These
losses have been term "catastrophic" by
zoologists and biologists.
crementally impairs the entire
system. At some point the
whole system collapses. According to Dr. John Cairns of
the Virginia Polytechic Institute, its like an airplane wing:
"If you keep pulling rivets out,
[eventually] the wing is going
to go."

Existing Laws Not
Adequate to Protect
Biodiversity
Americans have made massive - and expensive - efforts to clean up the chemical
contamination of rivers and
streams through the Clean Water Act. We have also tried to
protect some outstanding free
flowing waters through the
Federal Wild and Scenic Rivers
Act. These efforts are now beginning to seem woefully inadequate - and maybe even misdirected.
In the 20 years since the
passage of the Federal Clean
Water Act in 1972, significant
progress has been made in reducing chemical contamination from urban sewage and
from industrial pollution. Many
formerly poisonous rivers are
now fishable and swimmable.
Some are even drinkable, consistent with the objectives of
the original clean water legislation. But recent scientific studies suggest that purifying the
rivers and streams of industrial
and municipal contaminants
will not, in itself, restore bio-

logical and ecological functions.
According to the testimony
of Dr. James Karr before the
US. Congress last year, our obsession with cleaning up the
chemical pollution in our rivers has been myopic. While we
were spending more than $453
billion since 1970 to reduce
sewage contamination and industrial chemical pollution, we
were overlooking the biological functions of free flowing
river systems. As a result, virtually nothing has been done
to preserve the biological integrity of any river system in
America.
During the past 25 years,
river conservationists have also
engaged in a massive and difficult campaign to protect the
most outstanding rivers under
the Federal Wild and Scenic Rivers System. Specific segments
of free flowing waters with special scenic or recreational values have gradually been added
to the system. But, like the
Clean Water Act, scientists say
that this approach is also inadequate and misdirected.
One problem is that only 2%
of America's rivers and streams
could even qualify for inclusion
in that system. This leaves the
vast majority of America's degraded rivers and streams susceptible to continued degradation. In some areas there are no
rivers left in good enough condition to qualify for wild and scenic designation. All but 149
miles of the 2,446-mile long Mis-
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AWA T-shirts available in M, L, XL unless noted (postage
..
- $2.90 up to 2 shirts)
*AWA Logo: $10 SS; $12.50 LS
*The Wilder the Better: $10 SS; $12.50 LS
*Bold Look: Closeout LS Medium only $18
AWA River Caps: $10 (postage $1)
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1 Complete your whitewater library with an AWA publication

AWA Nationwide Whitewater Inventory
Edited by Pope Barrow, $15 book/$7disk ($2.90 postage)
*Revised listing of every whitewater river
nationwide
*River maps for all U.S.rivers
*Includes mileage, access points, ratings

The Rivers of Chile
By Lars Holbek, $5 ($1 postage)
*A guide to more than 20 Chilean rivers

Rivers at Risk-The Concerned Citizens
Guide to Hydropower
By John D. Escheverria, Pope Barrow and Richard
Roos-Collins; cloth $29.95&aper $17.95 ($2.90
posfage)
*A study of whitewater'smost serious threat

AWA Safety Codes
1-99 $.25; 100-199 $20; over 200 $1.5
*The original criteria of boating safety

Send payment to A WA, PO Box 85, Phoenicia, NY 72464
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when the disappearance of one
many scientists say that landspecies has cascading effects
scape transformation is the
most widespread and damaging through the food chain or habitat structure.
threat to freshwater ecosysThe answer, according to scitems. Denuding the land in the
entific experts, is to restore the
watershed by Gmbering and
fanning
.,causes erosion and radi- stream ecosystem by restoring
cal increases in sediment enter- the physical habitat as close as
ing the river, choking organisms possible to its unaltered state.
This strategy includes the condownstream. It also causes a
struction of mini wetlands, memore rapid runoff of snow melt
anders, riffle pool sequences,
and rainwater resulting in
and especially the restoration of
higher peak flows (even floodstream side vegetation in buffer
ing) and lower minimum flows
during periods of lower precipi- strips next to stream channels.
tation. Changes in vegetation
and hydrology due to draining
Some Projects
of flooded areas, road building,
and the spread of human settle- Already Underway
A number of river restorament have widespread ramification projects are already undertions throughout the aquatic
way throughout the country.
ecosystem.
One fascinating project in
Another problem is non-naFlorida is intended to return the
tive species. Since 1950 there
has been an explosion in the in- Kissimmee River to its original
tentional or accidental introduc- meandering channel.
vulnerable to degradation associated with
double
the
numtion of exotic species, like the
environmental changes in head water
zebra musber of hydro sites
tributaries, in the flood plain, and elsewhere
in the nation but
sel, into wain the watershed. For example, flows in the
e,t
Only three decad !3 ago the Army Corps of
add only 2%to
wild and scenic segment of the Little Miami
throughout
Engineers channelized, dredged, and
hydro
River in Ohio, for example, have been reduced generating capac- North
straightened out the Kissimmee River in Florida
30% by dams on the upstream tributaries, Ash ity.
blasted
America. of- for flood control purposes. The result was a
fork and Caesar Creek.
devastating chain of events wreaking havoc
~ R forCcontrib- ten these
throughout an entire 9,000 square mile
uting to "the total
are promoted to im- hydrological system. Now the Corps is trying to
Most mainline river conserva- exploitation of the nations rivprove recre- totally reverse the process and make the
tion groups have been slow to re- ers, [heedless]of its practicality
ational sport KissGmee work the way it did before the
alize that the wild and scenic a p and of the degradation of rivers
as natural ecosystems"
fishing opengineers "improved" it.
proach and the Clean Water Act
portunities
In a recent article in Canoe
are unequal to the gigantic tasks
or to eradiahead. But an ambitious program magazine, Alan Kesselheim reports that wildlife populations
cate endemic native species
initiated by the Pacific Rivers
have crashed in the vast deltas
viewed by some as undesirable.
Council suggests that a new diThe introduction of exotic speformed by the Peace and
rection in river conservation is
The ultimate goal, according
cies radically reduces biological
Athabasca Rivers in northern
finally emerging in response to
to
the
National Academy of Scidiversity through predation, althe findings of aquatic biologists Alberta. The probable cause is
ences, is to restore -where posteration of habitat, diseases and
the Bennett Dam, hundreds of
and fresh water ecologists. [For
sible - river ecosystems to a
parasites, and interbreeding
miles upstream in British Codetails on these new initiative,
close approximation of their
lumbia, constructed to provide
with native organisms.
see "Inside the Beltway" elsecondition prior to disturbance.
flood control, hydropower, and
where in this issue.]
This can be done by restoring
What is needed, according to lake recreation.
the natural sediment and water
the
recent scientific findings, is an
When opposum shrimp were intentionally
regime, restoring the natural
approach that reflects the ecovegetation introduced into river systems in Montana,
channel
geometry, restoring the
logical functions of rivers and reand
habi- they consumed the zoo plankton on which
natural riparian plant commuduces those stresses within the
tat has disapkokanee salmon were dependent, causing a
nity, and restoring native plants
ecosystem which adversely afpeared since 'Onand animals. In all cases, says
collapse in the kokanee salmon population.
fect the biological health of free
struction Of the
This, in turn, has drastically reduced the bald the NAS, a priority should be acflowing waters.
dam*destroying
eagle and grizzly bear populations which feed corded to river restoration
the food chain On
projects which will preserve
A Variety of Problems which millions of on the spawning salmon, their eggs and
biodiversity; and all river restoThe causes of damaged
birds and dozens
ration projects should treat the
stream ecology are numerous
of mammals species depend.
Unfortunately, exotic spestream and its riparian zone, or
and varied. Dams, diversions,
cies, once established are often
While hydropower, flood
the river and its flood plain, as
landscape alterations, exotic spe- control and irrigation dams,
impossible to eliminate.
components of a single ecosyscies, overfishing, secondary exSecondary extinctions occur
have done tremendous damage,
tem. H

souri River have been dammed !
The waters of the Colorado
River are so impacted by dams
and diversions that none have
reached the Pacific in the past
25 years.
Another problem with the
Federal wild and scenic legislation is that even "protectedn rivers are not immune to continued biological degradation. The
Wild and Scenic Rivers Act only
applies to a narrow band of riparian lands averaging a 114
mile on each side of the designated river. Moreover, designated segments are often just
that - segments - short stretches
of free flowing water downstream of extremely degraded
tributaries and upstream of
larger, and even more degraded,
river segments.

tinctions, and chemical pollution all play a role.
Flow disruptions caused by
dams and diversions completely
alter normal river functions by
changing water temperature and
chemistry (dissolved oxygen,
mobilizing of naturally occurring mercury, increased acidity),
by stopping the flow of nutrients and sediment downstream,
and by interfering with the upstream and downstream movement of fish and micro organisms.
Dr. Arthur Benke of the University of Alabama lays much of
the blame on hydropower development. In his 1992 testimony
before Congress, he noted that
efforts by the Department of Energy and the Federal Energy
Regulatory Commission to build
over 1100 new
hydro projects
Even designated wild and scenic rivers are
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RIVER WARS
CONTINUE IN
by Pope Barrow
The disappointing decision
by the International Finance
Corporation (IFC) to provide
$70 million towards the $465
million cost of the first of 6
dams to be built on the Bio Bio
River has not ended the political controversy in Chile over
rivers and hydropower. (The
IFC is an international lending
institution affiliated with the
World Bank.) The IFC's only
concession to environmental
opponents was a promise that
no loan moneys would actually
be disbursed until the power
company finished an assessment of dom~txeamimpacts.
Not only are Chilean river
conservation groups still waging a campaign against the Bio
Bio project, they are fighting to
protect a number of Chile's
other exquisite rivers, including the Petrohue and the
Futaleufu. From top to bottom,
every river in Chile, is threatened. No river, even those
within national parks, is safe
from the grasp of powerful and
hungry electric power developers, led by the Endesa Company.
Currently three lawuits are
pending against the Bio Bio
dam and street demonstrations
in Santiago are becoming an almost regular event. 2500
people took to the streets in
December just 8 days before
the IFC vote. Demonstrations
took place again in the first
week of March.
For more information on
what you can do to held conter
threats to Chilean Rivers, call
River Conservation International at 2024634378 or write
to them at 1200 N.H. Ave, NW,
Suite 220, Wash, D.C. 20036.

213 Yough Street
Confluence. PA 15424
One of the top whltewater schools In the
country Riversport offers a safe yet
challeng~ngexperience for ftrst-tlme beg~nners.
as well as experts
Fnendly Instructors small classes excellent
equ~pment and a beautiful nverfront camp
combme to provlde the perfect sett~ngfor
learnlng wh~tewatersk~lls Students are
carefully placed ~nsmall classes accord~ngto
skdl level paddllng ~nterestand age We
guarantee your satisfact~on Ask about bur
spec~nlclin~csand group rates.
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P O Box 209
~ ~ r l n ~ f l eOl dR, 97477
SO3 (747-2272)
Toll-Free O r d e r Llne 1-800-223-7238
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by David Whitmire
n early February the
Federal Soil Conservation
Service ("SCS") presented
North Carolina boaters and
other interested parties with 12
flood control alternatives for
the Upper French Broad River
basin. The options included
dams, flood proofing homes,
early warning systems, and a
"do nothing" alternative.
The good news for boaters is
that damming the North Fork,
West Fork, and East Fork and
two proposed dams on French
Broad tributaries do not look
cost effective to the SCS.

The favored alternative,
#11, has the highest cost-benefit ratio, according to the SCS.
This involves a combination of
damming the South Fork of
Flat Creek and flood proofing
homes in the flood plain.
Local groups feel, however,
that Alternative #10 is preferable. #10 is a "no dam" option
which involves flood proofing
of homes, early flood warning
systems, and enhanced E.M.S.
and rescue services. This alternative avoids all of the environmental damage associated
with dam b u k n g .

I

The "no dam" option would
negate the creation of a fallacious reason to build the rest
of the dams, when it inevitably
becomes evident that one dam
alone will not work. The single
dam suggeted in option #11
would only reduce water levels
in the closest town, Roman, by
7 to 8 inches in a 100-vear
flood, so it seems clear that the
dam would not be effective.
Pressure is needed on the
Transylvania County Commissioners, since the option which
they favor will likely be the
one chosen by the QS.
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We supply kayaks, guides,
food, accommodation, tents
and transport within

For experienced
paddlers!

Be among the first to paddle
the raging whitewater of
tropical North Queensland.
More exhilarating
whitewater than you would
normally experience in one
entire season!

Leave the freezing winters
and icy waters of the
northern hemisphere behind
- no wetsuits or paddling
cags required here in tropical
North Queensland.

Paddle the untamed torrents
among pristine World Heritage
rainforest, some of the most
isolated and inaccessible
whitewater on earth.
Contact us today to learn
more about this wild and wet
tropical holiday of a lifetime!
For complete details, contact:
EXPLORE KAYAK
Bodo Lenitschek
Ph: 61 70 32 1468
.Fa:61 70 32 2248
P.O.Box 53, Manunda,
Cairns, Q. 4870, Australia.
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Anirnas River, Colorado
River Conservation
By Rich Bowers
AWA Conservation Program Director

..................
Coosa River, Alabama

Since 1982 (lo+ years), regional boating interests have attempted to get predictable flows and advance notification of release dates at the Jordan Dam Project on the Coosa River. In
March of 1991, the Federal Energy Regulatory Agency stated that
that Alabama Power Company "has not even attempted to answer
the questionof~hetherhigher...1onger...steadier, and more predictable .ows...would facilitate increased use oftheCoosaRiver
by recreational boaters."
Alabama Power is now conducting surveys loosely targeted to
gauge boater use and economidrecreational payback. Coosa
River Paddlers urge those planning a trip to the Florida coast, to
pack along their boats and run this five mile, Class 111river. If you
need more excitement, you can check out the nearby Tallaloosa
River, Class IV.
Contact: Coosa River Paddling Club (205) 272-0952

California
The Federal Energy Regulatory Commission is planning to release a draft Environmental Impact statement (EIS) on this river
in 1993. While the Forest Service has recommended 27 miles of
the upper North Fork, and 6.5 miles of the lower North Fork, as
eligible for Wid and Scenic status, the remaining 10.5miles of the
lower river were not recommended in order to accommodate the
proposed Devil's Nose hydro project. This dam would flood more
than nine miles of river, and seriously affect the lower Class IV
wilderness run. The AWA has intervened in this licensing process
to represent whitewater interests.
In addition, the pending EIS will consider relicensing the existing hydro project on the river. The main stem Mokelumne
(Electra Run, Class 11)is threatened by the proposed Middle Bar
Dam.
Contact: AWA Conservation Program Director Rich Bowers at
(301) 236-0436

...................
Clavey River, California

This river is truly one of the "gems" of whitewater, and is the
only major undammed tributary of the Wild and Scenic Tuolumne
River. This Class V expert run is currently in danger from the
Turlock Irrigation District and Tuolumne County, which are proposing two large dams on the Clavey, and several diversion dams
on tributaries. River groups, including the AWA, are looking for a
Congressional sponsor for legislation this year, to add the Clavey
and its tributaries to the Wild and Scenic System.
Contact: AWA Conservation Program Director Rich Bowers at
(301) 236-0436
American Whitewater

The AWA has petitioned Anierican Rivers, Inc. to include the
Animus River as one of the nation's "Top Ten" most endangered
rivers. Last year, this river made the 15 most threatened list.
Outlined in the last edition of American Whitewater, the
Animas river in Durango, CO, along with the San Juan, LaPlata,
and Mancos rivers are threatened by a pumped storage megaproject. Besides de-watering whitewater areas of the Animas and
San Juan rivers, this project seriously jeopardizes the growing
outdoor industry and climate of Durango. The AWA hopes that,
given the national attention generated by this "Top Ten" listing,
the Animas-LaPlata project will not receive Congressional funding
in this session, and will die a long overdue death!
Besides the Animas, there are many whitewater rivers under
consideration for this listing: Upper Rio Grande (NM);
Mokelumne and Clavey (CA), and the New River (WV),
Penobscot (ME).
Contact: Bill Baker (303) 399-6821

.....................

Arkansas River, Colorado
The AWA and the Colorado Whitewater Club submitted joint
comments in February on the Draft Arkansas River Rationing
Plan. While not directly affecting private boaters, decisions made
at this time could ultimately affect how private use is managed in
the future.
At this point, implementation of rationing will be based on
historical use, and the AWA has recommended that rationing be
triggered when the number of boats, or people per day, reach capacity, whichever comes first.
Contact: Ric Alesch (303) 985-8620 or Doug Ragan (719) 395-2422

.................
Middle Snake, Idaho

The AWA recently commented on the Draft Comprehensive
State Water Plan for the Middle Snake River, Milner Dam to King
Hil. As drafted, this plan would protect seven separate sections
of this river under state "Naturaln or "Recreational" classification.
While the Idaho Dept. of Water Resources plan is commendable in its effort to protect the natural use of the river, it has several flaws:
1. The AWA has requested that two excellent whitewater sections, the Upper Milner Gorge and Devil's Corral areas, be included as recreational areas. Both of these river runs were excluded due to their short length, but both offer the upper end of
whitewater expertise on the Mid Snake.
2. Permanent protection is not assured under "recreational"
designation, as the plan allows for new pump diversions along the
river. Large scale diversions could seriously delete available flow,
adversely impacting recreation.
Finally, while the plan prohibits new dam construction on the
river, state prohibitions are often ignored by the Federal Energy
Regulatory Commission, the Federal Agency in charge of issuing
private dam licenses. There are & proposed hydropower facilities waiting for development in this reach. The Star Falls project
would ruin the last remaining waterfall on the Mid Snake, and the
Boulder, Empire and Kanaka projects would all adversely impact
whitewater recreation. The AWA has urged the Board to include
stronger language to help offset future dams, and to seek Federal
bermanent) protection under State designated "Wild and Scenic
status.
Contact: AWA Conservation Program Director Rich Bowers at
(301) 236-0436 or Wendy Wilson, Idaho Rivers United (208) 3437481.
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Little River, Massachusetts
t

For years, recreational boaters (led by AWA regional coordinator E.J. McCarthy) have attempted to gain access to this Class
III-IV stream below the Cobble Mountain Reservoir, City of
Springfield - but with no success. Recently however, the National
Park Service has weighed in and offered to mediate between the
City, boaters, and other interests. The AWA is hopeful that renewed interest will eventually be successful in opening this recreational resource.
Contact: E.J. McCarthy (203) 672-6837

...............
Dead River, Maine

On March 22, Central Maine Power held a joint public and
agency meeting to explain the applicants' plans for seeking a license renewal for the Flagstaff Storage Project (FERC No. 2612)
which will set policies for future recreation on the Dead River.
Contact: AWA Conservation Program Director Rich Bowers
at (301) 236-0436

....................
Illinois River, Oklahoma

A bill to designate the Illinois as a "National Scenic River"
was recently introduced in Washington DC. Currently the Illinois
is an Oklahoma state scenic river.
This river originates in Arkansas, and is a popular float trip
and home to several canoe liveries. It also offers a nice play spot
(breaking wavehole) called Fisher Ford, just a few miles from
the border. During dry years it is one of the few whitewater resources in Oklahoma and Arkansas. Recently it has had its share
of access problems, with a local landowner threatening boaters
along the banks.
Politically, the State of Oklahoma is seeking national designation to prevent out of state pollution; Federal protection grants
immediate protection for up to three years. The City of
Fayetteville, AR, protected under a 1992 US Supreme Court decision, has been releasing treated effluent into a tributary of Mud
Creek, which dumps into the Illinois. Following the basic rule of
plumbing, this effluent eventually winds up in OK.
Contact: Don Piper at (501) 521-2465.

The PA State Parks are discussing new plans for access at
Rockport, PA, on the Lehigh River. New construction by the
Hazelton Water Authority, has made this necessary, but no plans
are in the works for construction during the 1993 boating season.
Meetings are being planned (but no final dates have been set)
to discuss this issue in detail, including: priorities for improvements; allocations; need for public hearings and comment periods, traffic congestion; etc. There is a good chance that park
regulations at the Youghiogheny river will also be discussed.
Contact: AWA Conservation Program Director Rich Bowers
at (301) 236-0436

..........................
Chattooga River, South Carolina

The US Forest Service is proposing developments in the Bull
Sluice area of the "Wild and Scenic" Chattooga River. While not
directly affecting boating use, the planned increases in general
tourism could have significant impacts on the unique and wild experience offered in this river corridor. Proposed enhancements

American Whitewater

include: flush toilets, septic tanks and drain fields; and a trail to
the top of Bull Sluice rapid.
Contact: AWA Conservation Program Director Rich Bowers
at (301) 236-0436

..........................
Clarks Fork of the Yellowstone,
Wyoming

A proposed gold mining operation near Cooke City, Wyoming, could degrade water quality and threaten boater access to
streams on both sides of the Daisy Pass region. Daisy Creek,
home of the beautiful Ice Box Canyon, the headwaters of the
Clarks Fork, and the Stillwater could all feel the effects of this
mining operation.
The mine is heavily supported by Cooke City residents who
desperately need the industry. However, for boaters, this area
has been virtually undiscovered and offers numerous first decent
possibilities (Daisy Creek is a good example, but may never be
run! About half-way down the Creek enters Yellowstone National
Park, and boaters will find themselves suddenly on the wrong
side of the law).
The site of the proposed mine is acjjacent to the only access
road to the headwaters of the Stillwater River, and could affect
future boater access to this area

Everyone Deserves a Taste of

Southern
Fried
Creekin'
This video is 45 minutes of extreme paddling
on some of the South's most outrageous creeks
and rivers. Features the Tellico, Watauga,
Overflow Creekthe Whitewater, the Toxaway,
and forbidden Mystery Creek. Paddlers include
Dave 'Psycho' Simpson, Nolan Whitesell, Forrest
Callaway, Russ Ktlllmnr, and Kent Wigington.
The video climaxes with f i s t descents of Triple
Falls and 50-foot Coon Dog Falls on Mystery
Creek Music and narration add to your enjoyment of the unbelievable action!
Send $26.95 plus $3.00 shippinglhandlingto:

Gentry Video Productions
646 Deer Creek Trail
Hoschton, GA 30548
(706) 654-2725

lVOWR is a part of the Amerlean Whitewater AMlkttion.
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AWA HYDROPROGRAM
UPDATES

1993 NATIONAL RIVERS
COALITION
In the last American Whitewater, an outline
was given of the grassroots river grants distributed during 1992, through the RE1funded National Rivers Coalition (NRC). For 1993, RE1 has
increased base funding for this program from
$60,000to $75,000, with an additional $5,000
slated for river legislation. With an average
grant of $1,000 per request awarded, this allows
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by Rich Bowers, Conservation Program Director
The AWA hydro relicensing effort has been successful on
both legislative and project specific issues. In the upcoming
boating season, several whitewater boating tests will be conducted, through AWA license interventions, on the following
streams: Tallulah Gorge (GA), in April; Little Quinnesec Falls
(WI), June; and the Colton and Moshier areas on the Black River
(NY), ???.

tVnV

approve approximately 20 additional river efforts in the coming year.
NRC grants gotowards: protecting river resources through federal or state designations;
river access; river legislation; and operatingsupport for grassroots river groups.
NOTE: As with any funding proposal, lobby
the advisory panel to fund your effort. For river
issues, contact the AWA, ACA, River Network,
American Rivers, and others,
Please submit requests to Rich Bowers (301)
236-0436

NPS RIVERS AND TRAILS
CONSERVATZON
PROGRAM
co tion of other river and trail organizations,
will be lobbying Congress for funding for the National Park Service (NPS) Rivers and Trails Conservation Programs. For fiscal year 1993, the
previous Bush Administration included this program in its budget request at $8 million. This
year, the coalition would like to see the budget
increased to $12 million to address the backlog
of projects needing assistance. To date, the NPS
has more than 350 project requests.
Over the years, this program has been of
great benefit to whitewater paddlers. The W S
has been able to offer assistance on the Gauley
River (WV), and the Lackawanna River, (PA).
Through this program, the NPS has also helped
resolve conflicts in hydro interventions.
Projects include: Deerfield River (VT& MA);
Pine and Peshtigo (WI);Ayers Island (NH); and
the:N. Umpqua (OR)..

American U'hitewater

HYDRO-COALITIONPRESS CONFERENCE
On February 25, a coalition of more than a dozen river recreation and conservation organizations, including the AWA, held
press conferences in the following cities: Washington (DC); Albany (NY); Portland (ME); and Seattle (WA). The coalition
urged the Clinton Administration to reform the way the Federal
Government issues licenses for private dams on America's rivers. In 1993, some 230 hydroelectric dams on more than 100 rivers will be issued new 30 to 50 year licenses.
The timing of this press conference was critical due to this
large number of dam license renewals, and the fact that four out
of the five Commissioners on the Federal Energy Regulatory
Commission (FERC - the Agency which sets policy regarding hydro projects and their effects on our river systems), will be a p
pointed under this administration.
This "Class of 1993" offers a chance for the federal government to take a long, hard look at how the Commission has been
assisting utilities and private developers to deplete scarce river
resources for the better part of the last century. To illustrate
this, the FERC recently (1992) hired a leading engineering firm,
Stone and Webster, to carry out the Commission's environrnental assessments and environmental impact statements. Stone
and Webster have historically represented dam operators and
been involved with new dam construction. This agreement is estimated to be worth approximately $46 million over the next five
years.
During this conference, the coalition requested reforms including:
1. Specific Commission reformsADDO&Commissioners with natural resource ex~erience
Of the 23 FERC commissioners nominated in the past twenty
years, all but one have come from the energy-production industry, predominantly gas and oil.
The only nominee who proclaimed to be a "conservationist"
was James Watt (1975)!
Consider removing hvdro~owerjurisdiction from FERC and
moving it to a more balanced agency, such as the Environmental Protection Agency or the Dept. of the Interior.
Shorten dam license terms. and strengthen citizens' rights
to enforce and re-evaluate license conditions.
Exercise rigorous Congressional oversght to assure FERC's
adherence t,o environmental law.
2. Environmentaland recreational reformsMandate umtream and downstream fish Dassage.
Protect ri~arianand watershed lands

Win prizes and raise money for AWA

FIRST GRAND PRIZE:
SECOND GRAND PRIZE:
THIRD GRAND PRIZE:
INDIVIDUAL PRIZES:

Dagger Canoe or Kayak of your choice
Dagger Wood Canoe or Kayak Paddle
Dagger Quintus Canoe or Kayak Paddle
AWAIDagger Paddle-a-thon T-shirts,
AWA lapel pins and AWA Ender Club shirts

Entering is easy and fun!
*Sign up local sponsors to pledge a contribution per river hour paddled by you during June 1993
*Log your river time on the official entry form
*Collect sponsor proceeds and submit to AWA by July 31,1993
*Receive your prizes!
*Three highest earning individual participants will be Grand Prize receipients.

For official rules and entry forms, contact:
*AWA, PO Box 85, Phoenicia, NY 12464 or phone (914) 688-5569
Proceeds to benefitA WA's Whitewater Defense Project. HOWEVER, IF YOU ARE PADDLING ON BEHALF O F A CURRENTA WA
AFFILIATE CLUB, ANY MONEY YOU RAISE WILL BESPLIT WITH 75% TOAWA'S WDPAND 25% FOR YOUR CLUB'S USEIN
ITS CONSERVATION. SAFETY OR TRAINING PROGRAMS. Affiliate participants are also eligible for Individual and Grand Prizes.
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CONSERVE
Ensure free ~ublicaccess to rivers.
Establish a mitination fund for river conservation/recreation
and restoration programs,* and funding for long-term maintenance andlor decommissioning of retired dams.
Restore sufficient water flows to rivers to provide river restoration and recreation resources'in bypassed river channels.
Base relicensing decisions on com~rehensiveriver ~lans.On
many rivers, numerous hydro projects adversely affect the
river's health. The Black River in New York is affected by a total of 38 licensed and license exempt projects.

White House staff, and other energy and consumer advocates.
The coalition's primary goal was to recommend possible Commissioner appointees whose credentials include either a strong
natural resource background, or a proven commitment to river
advocacy.
The Coalition recommended two strong candidates for these
positions, and endorsed another three already on the White
House list. White House nominations supported by the coalition
include: David Nemtzow, Jessica Laverty, and Elizabeth Noel.
Each of these have backgrounds which could provide a balanced
=sessment of both power and non-power river values, but
of the White House nominees represent a proven commitment to
rivers, or the experience necessary to change FERC's business as
usual licensing process.
In addition, the coalition requested that two other names be
added to this list:

.A nationwide survey prepared for the Coalition indicates that an
overwhelming majority of Americans (88%) favor requiring five
percent of the profit made from hydroelectric dams, to be used
to clean up and protect the river. Without this, the free use of
105 of our rivers (for 50 years) will offer these companies a
public subsidy approaching $10 billion dollars, with only minimal environmental and recreational protection.

Bruce C. Driver- an attorney and private consultant from
Boulder, CO with expertise in energy and water resources.
Ron Eachus- Oregon Public Utility Commissioner (Chairman), Chair of the Energy Conservation Committee of the National Association of Regulatory Utility Commissioners
(NARUC), and a boater!

HYDRO-COALI~ONADMINISTRATION
MEETING
As a follow up to this press conference, the AWA and other
coalition members requested a meeting with President Clinton's
staff to discuss the upcoming ETRC appointments.
On Tuesday, March 9, coalition representatives met with

The AWA expects that these nominations will be made as we
go to press. Look for future updates and profiles on these ETRC
1 appointments.
1

River access problems are rapidly becoming the number one threat to whitewatcr recreation.
AWA is expanding its efforts to secure and improve access to whitewater rivers throughout the country, and we need your
help. We want to identify specific river access problems in your area as well as opportunities to secure improved access for boaters.
You can help by filling in the survey below and returning it to the AWA.
Your Name:
Address
City, State, Zip
Phone No. (W)

Threatened segment@):

(HI
Primary boating activity: (please circle one)
K1 C1,
oc,
SQ,
Raft, Other

State:
Counties:

ACCESS THREAT OR OPPORTUNITY:
Name of River:

Type of Recreation Resource -

American Whitewater v a y l ~ u n e
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(please circle)

CONSERVE

9 ROUNDUP
By: Mac Thornton
A state-by-state roundup of
major river conservation issues.

West Virginia
West Virginia Rivers
Coalition. Since 1989, WVRC
has grown from a paddler's living room project to a major
river-saving organization, with
a staff of two full-timers and an
annual budget of $75,000.
WVRC's principal goal is to
build political support for federal protection for 13 paddling
beauts, including the Smoke
Hole Canyon, Blackwater, Laurel Fork and the Cranberry.
The opposition is rough, lead
by the state's Department of
Natural Resources, which is
concerned about their ability

Class I

I1

m

to construct limestone drum
facilities (to correct acid rain
problems) and other measures
to improve fish habitat.
WVRC petitioned the US.
Forest Service on this issue
and obtained a favorable interpretation of the Wild and Scenic Rivers Act, an interpretation which would allow such
structures if impact on the
free-flowing quality of the river
is minimized, and if the facilities are designed to harmonize
with the natural setting.
(These facilities would be u p
stream of the paddling sections.)
WVRC expects legislation
to protect a first group of these
target rivers in 1993.
WVRC benefited from the
RIVER ROLL ON! concert last
April (organized by Ron

nr

v

Knipling and assisted by Ed
Gililland), and from a benefit
raffle by River and Sea
Watersports, the Washington
areas new whitewater and diving outfitter (Nell and David
Walton).
New River. WVRC is
working towards permanent
protection for the New River
from the Virginia line to Gauley
Bridge, including the "Dries".
In October, Congress designated the New from the Viginia line to Bluestone Lake
(20 miles) as an official Wild
and Scenic study river, a move
designed to forestall a major
utility line and potential
pumped storage project in a
valuable wilderness stretch.
Gauley. WVRC supported
expansion of the National Recreation Area by about 9,000
acres, and has been pressing
the National Park Service improve whitewater access
points and to provide primitive
camping areas, as required by

the legislation passed in 1988.
The NPS appears headed towards improving the Woods
Ferry (river right) access this
spring. Some paddlers also
want access near Sweet's Falls
and above Koontz' Flume.
Paddlers continue to keep
a close watch on the possible
construction of a hydro project
at Summersville Dam, which
received a license from FERC
in October. It is fairly unlikely
the thing will actually be built
at today's low electric rates. If
it was built, the project would
have to comply with stringent
conditions designed to minimize the impact on paddling
and rafting. The parking area
at SummersvilleDam would be
moved downstream, but paddlers could still put in above
the warm-up riffle. However,
the astounding spectacle of the
river pouring from the outlet
tubes would be gone.
Iron Ring. WVRC continues to lead the search for the

v+

Potential popularity of river area if access were
available:
Low
Medium High
Name of Developer, Agency, Utility or other Landowner

Phone No. (WM)
Club Affiliation?
How can the American Whitewater Affiliation help in this situation?

Brief description of access problem or opportunity, and potential resource:

Additional comments:

Can you reccommend other boaters involved with this issue?
Name
Please return the AWA Access Survey to:
Address

Rich Bowers
Conservation Program Director
Arnerican Whitewater Miiation
1609 Northcrest Drive
Silver Spring, MD 20904

City, State, Zip

American Whitewater
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famous lost Gauley artifact. If
it doesn't turn up soon, work
will start on fabricating a replica Washington paddler
Stuart Davidson has offered to
finance the replica, which
would have to meet strict Park
Service guidelines.
Elk. WVRC is leading the
move for permanent protection of the Elk from headwaters all to Sutton Lake, downstream of Webster Springs.
Lost/Cacapon. Paddling
groups were plaintiffs in a successful lawsuit which defeated
a boondoggle flood control
dam on Kimsey Run, a Lost
River tributary. This victory
was affirmed in the West Virginia court system.
Pine Cabin Run Ecological Lab. WVRC strongly supports Dr. George Constantz
and the Pine Cabin Run Ecological Laboratory near Capon
Bridge, W.V. George is passionate about West Virginia rivers, and he is the leading advo-

cate for riverine values in the
eastern part of the state.

Virginia
Potomac Gorge Preservation Council. PGPC as is
dedicated to keeping the
Potomac from Great Falls to
Key Bridge wild and wonderful. The Potomac Gorge may
be the world's most outstanding wilderness river greenway
in a maor urban area.
PGPC is disheartened by
tree-cutting and other encroachments, and is working
on a strategy of working with
landowners to get them to respect the wilderness character
of the Gorge, by acquiring scenic easements or development
restrictions. Joe Bryson is
leading the land ownership research effort; Kevin Coyle and
Chris Brown are leading strategists.
James. Charles Ware and
the Coastal Canoeists are lead-

ing the move to designate the
James in Richmond under the
Wid and Scenic Rivers Act, or
to solidify some other protective status. Charles is also
spearheading other river conservation efforts in Virginia, on
the Rappahamock, North
Anna, Roanoke and New Rivers.
Maury. Paddlers are s u p
porting designation of the
spectacular Goshen Pass section of the Maury (featuring
"Devils Kitchen") as a scenic
river under Virginia state law.
In and of itself, this designation
wouldn't accomplish much,
but it could lead to richly deserved permanent protection.
Russell Fork. Recreational flows on the Russell
Fork have been cut back in the
last two years to what many
hard boaters consider unacceptably low levels. These low
flows have allegedly been instituted to protect the river's fish
population. AWA's Steve Tay-

lor has been spending a lot of
time rebutting this invalid assumption. This could have
wide reaching consequences,
since some fisherman have argued for low flows to protect
fish at other dam release rivers
as well.

Allegheny. Paddlers supported Congressional designation of the Allegheny as Wild and
Scenic as well as study status for
the Allegheny tributaries wellknown to Pennsylvania paddlers, Clarion River and Mill
Creek.

Maryland
Savage. The Savage River
Defense Fund continues to work
with (on?) the Army Corps of
Engineers on getting whitewater
flows for the Savage. Chances
are decent for recreational flows
in May andlor October of 1993.
Steve Taylor is masterminding
the effort.

.

1993: Our 29th year under the same ownership & management

QUALITY, DURABILITY AND PERFORMANCE

MOHAWK'S NEW VIPERS
WINNER 1992 OPEN CANOE NATIONALS
Men's Short Boat Slalom Royalex Class.
Two high performance whitewater playboats that experts will love, but
forgiving enough for many novices to paddle. Extremely dry, quick to
rb
and beautiful styling. Steep creeks,
accelerate, ~ u ~ emaneuverability
big water,'side-surfing, tight technical rivers - THESE BOATS DO IT ALL.
~p

"The Viper 11 has greater control, better acceleration and gets me
into smaller eddies than any boat I've ever paddled. "
- David "Psycho" Simpson (Steep Creek Pioneer)
''The most agile playboat I 've ever paddled. ' '
- Jeff Richards (Winner 1992 Ocoee Rodeo)

OUTFITTING BUILT AND
DESIGNED BY FRANK HUBBARD

MOOEL
VIPER 11
VIPER 12
XL11

LENGTH
11'6"
12'6"
11'4"

BEAM
26.25
27.25
29

DEPTH

APPAOX. WT.

15.50
15.50

44

15

45

49

Thigh Straps Lacing K i t s Saddles K n e e Pads
- Now Available In Ki Form

-

Separately or Factory Installed in Mohawk Whitewater Playboats

In areas where we do not
have dealers. we will ship
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by Lee Belknap

What's This!?!
We were eyeballing a horizon- the brink of a waterfallon a creek that wasn't supposed to have one. And it far
exceeded our class Ill exaecd lscurried
d in the last chance ed-

E
I;
:1

Julie Bard charges into
the first rapids o n North
Carolina's Spring Creek.
Photo b y John Lehman

I

Now, finally, the time had come. It
was a perfect mid May weekend. After
several months of near drought, Mt.
Pisgah was buried under 57 inches of
snow (in May?!?) -more than the total snowfall of the last several years
combined. And all of this whitewater
in storage was being released into the
French Broad and it's tributaries.
Julie and I had come to meet a
group of old friends from St. Louis to
enjoy Big Laurel Creek and the newly
opened Hot Springs Resort. We had it
all planned. Two days on Big Laurel,
reservations for the hot tubs and a
cook-out. We had even thrown in our
cross-country skis, just in case.
But, until we read the gauge, we figured Spring Creek would be a dream,
just out of reach.
Saturday rolled around and it was
still cold. We were shocked to discover that Spring Creek was running
high. Too high for the abilities of our
group. So we crossed our fingers for
Sunday.
On Sunday it was nearly 80 degrees,
with bright sunshine and a leaner,
stronger crew. The level looked just
right. The fact that I had impatiently
waited ten years to run Spring Creek,
with a bunch of midwesterners who
just happened to meander by at the
right time, just didn't seem fair. But
such is the irony of river life.
At the put-in we bumped into another party of paddlers, who suggested
that we scout from the trail that paralleled the first major rapids before putting on. Being a hot day and not wanting to rush putting on the drysuit, I followed the rest of our team for a look.
After all, none of us had experienced
Spring Creek before.
The other group ran while we
watched, demonstrating that the pinning spots and holes could be missed.
Cindy decided to carry down below
this to put in while Jonathan played
with his camera I decided to leave my
drysuit in the car.

-.I

Stan asked me to run the rapid first,
and I finally agreed when he pushed
me into the current and threatened not
to return my paddle if I didn't go voluntarily. My new "Creek boat
handled well as I punched the crisscrossing hydraulics, found a couple of
the eddies, and danced around in the
deep breaking wave at the bottom.
Jonathan caught one of the eddies and
got his pictures.
So far, so good. We headed down
the river, looking for the next "big
one". It was a double slide drop with a
tree on the bottom left bank and a hole
in the center to the rocky far right. A
hump between the tree and hole
marked a scratchy path of least resistance.
As I fmished boat scouting and set
up to run, I became aware of a commotion behind me. I turned around to
investigate and found that Jonathan
had managed to stick his C-1 paddle in
a rock at the bottom of the first drop.
He was knuckle bracing off the bottom
of the river. He finally swam, but not
before I had time to hop out of my
boat (my large cockpit's first chance to
prove it's usefulness), only to discover
that I had left my throw rope in the
car. Oops!
As Jonathan's boat came drifting
American Whitewater
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by, I stepped waist deep into the tiny
pool and caught the grab loop, thankful for the rare and tiny foothold I'd
found in the sloping rock bank. Suddenly Jonathan came swimming by
and reached for something between
my legs. I cringed as he grabbed the
only thing he could find... the balls...
attached to my spray skirt loop.
I swung the boy and his boat to
safety above the tree and again
thanked the tiny foothold. I was also
glad that the water was not nearly as
cold as expected, given that this was
my first bare-legged excursion of the
season.
We soon settled into a routine. I
would run first and boat scout the
ledges as we came to them. Julie
would follow, missing an occasional
"must catchn eddy, consequently delineating new and exciting routes for everyone else to follow. Stan would lead
Cindy through, while Jonathan would
sweep up the rear with that broom
shaped C-1 paddle of his.
Not far into the trip, we came to a
real "big boyn. I couldn't see the bottom, so I meticulously worked my way
down to a last chance eddy on the left
bank just above a split ledge. I
couldn't see a thing, so I worked my
way into an "even laster" chance micro

rapid began to look even worse. The
eddy in the middle. I spotted a route
scout trail ended at a rock overlook
and made an "S"move through the
immediately above the right chute,
right side of the ledge and back to the
middle. As I sailed by I didn't get much which emptied into an ugly rocky caldron. I was glad I hadn't blindly tried
of a look at the right side, but it
seemed pretty gnarly. I negotiated the that!
From this perspective the height of
remaining drops and finally got a
chance to look back to assess the rap- the largest drop seemed to be about
seven feet, with a pair of shallow enids.
trance ledges to twist through at the
By this time Julie was dropping
sideways into the right side -and she top. Most of the current flowed from
the right of the top ledge into the boilbreezed right through. I was iming undercut in the left wall. I noted
pressed. Because the others didn't
that with some momentum and a well
want to make the "S" move at the top,
they all followed. Now I don't h o w if aimed nose one could easily overthat route will work at other levels, but power this, providing a perfect line for
the center of the big ledge, and enough
the that day it seemed to work for all
speed to sail beyond the hydraulic at
of them.
By reputation I figured that was the the bottom.
And there was evidence that this
last of the big class fours until the porrapid could and should be run; the
tage near the end of the run, and soon
found that the assumption seemed ac- scout trail terminated at the midpoint
of the rapid, implying that portages
curate. The river presented a lengthy
series of class 111 ledges and we finally were uncommon here. But this day
was to be an exception.
started to make some time. A couple
Cindy decided to walk this one imof times we were confronted with horimediately. Stan waited until I was getzons but were always able to sneak
ting into my kayak before he gallantly
into a micro eddy on the brink and
offered to safety boat for me at the
scout the line.
bottom ... of course! That meant he
We were in heaven. The leaves on
the trees were full and so was the river had to sacrifice his own run and carry.
What a friend!
bed. The sun was out and the temThat left myself, Julie, and
peratures were in the 80s.
As we picked our way down, we en- Jonathan. While I waited in an eddy
for Stan to set up, Jonathan sat on the
countered the previously mentioned
horizon with the undercut left wall and bank and waved for me to get it over
with, presumably so he could go. Julie
inviting, but blind, drop on the right.
As we walked down the scout trail, the had his camera at the overlook, but
American Whitewater
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the wait was long, so Jonathan decided to take the pictures himself. At
least that's what I thought.
But the next time I looked his boat
had disappeared down the trail as
well. The waterfall had claimed another victim, and nobody had even attempted it yet!
I lined up with a slight left to right
angle and hit the f m t ledge right on
target. My speed was such that I hit
the second ledge without slipping as
far left as expected- the two ledges
were only half a boat length apart. I
was delighted when I didn't even
scrape, and I proceeded to line up for
the main event. The boat made a gently sweeping arc with the current, first
to the left, then gracefully to the right,
and with two or three more strokes I
found myself just where I wanted to
be. Over I went and the boat plopped
into the calm pool at the base of the
rapid.
So, that was it! I looked upstream
and saw the now smaller, straight forward ledge from a new perspective. I
looked downstream and saw boats
emerging from the rhododendron
thicket. Julie, having watched my run,
hopped into her boat and made quick
work of the thing. Some big deal waterfall that was!
Now Spring Creek seemed to follow a pattern. We encountered a number of two tiered ledges, usually featuring narrow negotiable chutes on the
right.

1

The narrowest of these channels
was only two boat widths wide and a
boat-and-a-half long. It seemed best to
skirt a large hydraulic at the bottom,
but that would not be easy. I boat
scouted and ran, being careful to keep
as far from the hydraulic as possible. I
was still uncomfortably close and I
wondered if anybody would demonstrate the big surf here. A couple of
the others came awfully close, but it
wasn't until the last that we were entertained.
Cindy "tried" to surf it, but was instantly windowshaded. Fortunately
she flushed away from the meat of the
pourover and rolled quickly.
I chose to scout another ledge from
a river right micro eddy while Stan
chose one on river left. He was able to
see over the otherwise blind drop. I
could not. So everybody else followed
Stan's example and tackled it, while I
gingerly extracted myself from my illfated eddy and worked my way u p
stream. Finally, I was in position to
turn and make a blind run,with guidance from below.
Stan was carefully lining me up to
the for the clean line on the left, but
Jonathan seemed to be indicating that
I could come strait ahead. Unfortunately I was watching the wrong man.
The fat snout of my boat hit a rock at
the bottom and bounced off. I could
see the whole nose flex, but bounce it
did. I knew then that I was going to
like my newfangled creek boat.
A s their confidences grew, some of
the others started to take the lead. We
were all looking for signs of the trails
from Rocky Bluff Campground and a
strainer that had reportedly come to
roost in this vicinity.
We approached a ledgy rapids with
a log beached on a rock;
I had to do some boat scouting to
determine that this would not block
our way. About the time I became satisfied that there was no problem here,
Julie started calling out to me- something like "Tree!... Tree!"
I shook my head "yes" to show that
I was aware of it and continued o n
When I was finally able to look upstream to signal that all was well, I discovered the contrary. Julie had been
calling, "Lee!...Lee!" because Cindy

was swimming at the top of the drop!
Since I was already couple of ledges
below, I could only wait and watch as
she body surfed from hydraulic to hydraulic toward my side of the river. I
helped her to shore and then went for
her boat. All I could see downstream
was her kayak flushing through a
seemingly endless series of class III
and IV rapids.
It was probably the worst place on
the river to retrieve a boat. It seemed
to take forever. A drop or two after the
chase began I spotted her paddle temporarily beached in the center of a
shallow ledge.
When I finally manage to nudge the
errant boat to shore, I was thankful,
once again, that the new keyhole cockpit readily allowed me to easily hop
out to secure her boat. Those large
cockpits are great, I didn't have to
squirm around and risk getting
launched back out into the current
while I was exiting my boat. This
would not have been the case in my
other kayaks, with them I might have
found myself chasing her boat further,
sans spray skirt.
Stan caught up to me first, followed
by Julie. It seemed that everybody had
already passed the point where I had
spotted Cindy's paddle except
Jonathan, who was still in an eddy
halfway to the top of this otherwise
delightful series of drops. After a
while, Jonathan started making wild
gestures, inquiring about the lost
paddle. I pointed to where it rested,
but it took a while before he realized
that it was right in front of him.
Meanwhile Stan found a trash
dump where he thought the trail
should have been and started looking
for it's access road. He climbed higher
and higher before he discovered that
the trash had been thrown off the
roadway almost directly above. There
just wasn't a way to walk upstream on
this side of the river. He arrived back
from his scouting expedition just in
time to help catch Jonathan and Cindy,
who was clinging to his boat, before
they would have washed backwards
into the next drop.
With all paddlers, paddles and paddling craft back together, we soon
American Whitewater

found the real trail below Rocky Bluff.
Now things started to mellow. After a
few more ledges we passed some hikers and arrived at a swift class I
stretch visible from the highway overlook. I was amazed at how quickly
this passed and how beautiful it was.
I envied the owner of the only house
we saw, with it's only access being a
foot bridge and a ford.
Spring Creek almost had the character of an alpine stream in Colorado.
It even had the right fragrance. But
this ambience ended all too quickly at
the first highway bridge.
The remainder of the river featured
several more long, easy rapids, one
portage (over the nasty falls mentioned earlier), another tail ender, and
the curious remnants of a dam.
It had been a wonderful day on the
water and Spring Creek was everything I had hoped for all those years.
Beautiful scenery, great rapids, and
good friends... what more could I ask?
Perhaps just a chance to run it
again... before another decade passes
by.

Spring Creek Vitals
Spring Creek is located in Hot
Springs, North Carolina along
State Route 209.
Put in- Forest road 233 bridge,
a few miles west of Rocky Bluff
Campground on SR 209.
Take out- US 25/US70 bridge in
downtown Hot Springs.
Gauge- US 25/US70 bridge in
downtown Hot Springs.
3'
is high, 6"
Runs- -infrequently.
- -.
is low. lf the gauge on Big Laurel
Creek is 1 Y2 feet or higher, there

Editor's note: Lee Belknap is a
member of the AWA Board of Directors with a special interest in river
safety. Though young at heart, he has
been exploring the steep creek of Apm h i a for a long, long time.

-

BIG SNOW
BIG TROUBLE?
by Charlie Walbridge
With the big snow accurnulation in New England and the
West, paddlers are looking forward to a high runoff year.
High water, regrettably, usually
means more accidents than
usual. Its been five to seven
years since many parts of the
West have seen really big water, and during that time many
newcomers have begun padding whitewater and some veterans have retired. The stage is
being set for an unusual number of fatal accidents.
The year has gotten off to a
rough start. First reports are
coming in on a double drowning on the Futelefu, a huge volume, class V+ river in Chile.
The group was made up of ex-

pcxirnccd big-water paddlerafters with lots of international experience. It was lead
by a Bio-Bio outfitter who was
looking for another river on
which to operate. There were 3
eighteen foot, self-bailing rafts
and three kayakers in the
party. Everyone was wearing
type V rafting life vests (26 lbs.
flotation) and wetsuits.
The party put in at the town
of Futelefu. The accident occurred in a canyon 2 miles
downstream. The group had
called an upstream dam in Argentina to check the flow, and
scouted the canyon before running it. Once in the river, however, they found it to be much
bigger than it looked. One raft
hit a hole and flipped, putting
all hands into the river. The
survivor I talked with had a
relatively easy swim, popping
up in an eddy. Here she found
the tripleader, and seeing no
one else nearby, they began a
grueling attempt to climb out
of the sheer-walled canyon. Af-

PADDLE & PACK
OUTFITTERS

ter several false starts they
reached the rim. Here, in the
gathering dusk, they spotted
one of their rafts and a
kayaker. The two
downclimbed to rejoin their
group. The raft was carrying a
two-way radio; they were able
to contact the rest of their
party. They found out that one
other raft had flipped, one
kayaker had swum, and two
paddlers from the first raft
were dead. At this point police
were notified.
The two who died were not
pinned or caught in holes.
They flush-drowned despite
the considerable flotation their
gear offered. No one saw the
individual swims, and details
are sketchy. This underlines
the seriousness of this river,
the difficulty involved in scouting rapids by boaters unfamiliar with the huge scale of the
region's landscape, and the
fact that gear alone will not
save a boater in big water.
In late February a boater

died in a vertical pin on a lowwater run of the "MiddeMiddle" section of the Middle
Fork of the Snoqualomie in
Washington State. 400 cfs were
running in this Class III run.
The victim, a 3 year paddler
with a marginal roll, apparently
pinned vertically while going
over a 4' ledge. In attempting
to escape from his large-cockpit boat the kayak toppled. No
one knows what happened, but
somehow he broke a leg and
hit his head while trying to
climb free. His partner made
numerous swimming rescue
attempts to assist him before
paddling downstream for help
in what turned into a body extrication.
Climbing out of a vertically
pinned kayak is a skill like any
other. I recommend that EVERYONE park their boat on a
steep embankment, anchor it,
get in, and try to climb out. The
best method seems to be to
bring one foot out, placing it at
the bottom of the cockpit rim,

A Video bv Lars Holbek & Eric Maeneson

sierra ~ e v a d a ~ l aV:
s sWILD AMERICANS

Spectacular raft and kayak descents of three
Sierra Nevada classics: the "gorgeous" Giant
and Generation Gaps of the North Fork and
the radical Golden Gate section of the South
Fork American River.
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"Spectacular, stunning footage of premier California
Class V rivers as run by World class boaters."
-Royal Robbins
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bringing the other foot out,
then jumping. The dangers in
actual use are destabilizing the
boat or being knocked over by
the current before you are free.
This can result in some truly
bizarre and deadly entanglements. Large cockpits help, but
do into guarantee success.
An expert San Francisco
Bay Area boater died on the
Arroyo del Valle, a small rainswollen creek near Livermore,
California The creek offers a
20+ mile run and had not been
attempted for nearly a decade
because of the drought. The
rapids were long and choked
with willows, with several sections of serious class V. Towards the end of the run the
victim flipped, floated some
distance upside-down, and became pinned in a logjam. He
apparently hit his head; autopsy reports showed massive
contusions and no aspiration
of water, as one might expect
with a drowning.

One of the other two boaters with him was caught in a
"heads up" pin in some trees
with a branch across the cockpit. The remaining boater,
knowing he could not rescue
the victim alone, elected to
free this other individual fmt.
Together they approached the
victim from a midstream boulder. With some difficulty they
attached a rope to one grab
loop and pulled hard. Upon release of the kayak the victim
fell out and floated some distance downstream. Even without these distractions, the victim was in very serious trouble
from the time he hit his head.
Poor helmet fit and marginal
early season physical conditioning may have contributed
to this accident.
I'll need all the help I can
get in keeping up with what is
sure to be a very busy year. If
you hear of a fatality please
write me at 230 Penllyn Pike,
Penllyn, PA. 19422 or call 215-

646-0157. You don't have to
write a report unless you want
to; names, location, dates, and
contacts are helpful, and newspaper clippings are always welcome.

AWA RESPONDS TO
PROPOSED COAST
GUARD PFD
REGULATIONS
AN OPEN LETTER
Chief, Office of Boating Safety
US. Coast Guard
2100 Second Street Southwest
Washington, D.C. 20593-0001
Dear Sir:
By now the Office of Boating Safety has received considerable comment on the proposed "seat cushion" regulations your organization proposed last December. When I
received the notice, I felt that
eliminating seat cushions as a

SAFETY

PFD substitute in canoes and
kayaks was a good idea They
serve no use on human-powered sport craft other than to
give their owner with a false
sense of security. Upon reading the densely-worded, contradictory, and confusing regulatory prose several times, I
was shocked to discover that
kayaks and canoes over 16 feet
would be required to carry, in
addition to their life jackets, a
type IV throwable device.
That's a seat cushion or ring
buoy to us civilians. I was disappointed to see the proposal
to lift the life vest exemption
for racing craft. And I have serious reservations about giving
added leeway to the states to
toughen the life jacket requirement at their discretion.
USCG-Approved seat cushions are a relic of a 1950's style
of boating safety, a holdover
from a time when life vests
were uncomfortable and something you "stowed". Comfort-

Presents
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SAFETY
able life jackets had not yet arrived on the scene. They are
not really useful as a life jacket
substitute, and while there is
some opposition from Canoe
Liveries, the elimination of seat
cushions could be phased in
gradually over five years. This
would allow the seat cushions
in the rental fleets to be replaced with wearable PFD's
with minimum economic impact to these businesses.
I've been trying to figure
out why your regulators want
to lift the exemption for canoes over 16 feet from canying, in addition to the
paddler(s) life jackets, a Type
N throwable device. I suppose
the argument has something to
do with uniformity, but real life
defies bureaucratic notions of
tidiness. However, even a non
paddler can appreciate the significant difference in size and
storage capacity between a 16'
powerboat and a 16' canoe or
kayak. In a 24" wide sea kayak,

8

Wetsuits

8

Paddle Jackets

8

Lined Jackets

8

Economy Suits

for example, there is simply no
place to put a seat cushion except behind the seat, where it
is inaccessible. It's hard to
imagine how a solo canoeist or
kayaker could, after falling
"overboard", throw himself the
device. Anyone who thinks
that it's practical to heave a
type N when seated in a tandem canoe or kayak ought to
try it; we've done it in rescue
classes with comical results.
And I'm sure you know enough
not to recommend standing up
in a canoe or kayak to throw a
type N.
It's clear to me that racers
need the exemption from PFD
regulations in order to train effectively. Sprint and marathon
paddlers exercise fiercely, and
would overheat badly were
they to wear life vests. These
would interfere with training,
and place the United States at
a serious disadvantage versus
our competitors. Whitewater
athletes, on the other hand, al-

Paddle Pants
Throw Bags
Sprayskirts
Paddlemitts
Backstraps
Booties

Box 31 55
Boulder, CO 80307

ways wear life vests, but these
devices, while meeting international standards, are not U.S.
Coast Guard Approved. The
reasons for this are simple.
First, the international standards (ICF and DIN) differ
from Coast Guard requirements. And second, given that
gaining Coast Guard Approval
(one design, four sizes) costs
over $10,000, there is no way
that producing a handful of
specialized life vests for elite
athletes can possibly be profitable. I could see your concern
if deaths among competitors
was a big problem, but I know
of no fatal accidents or near
misses involving any canoe or
kayak racers over the past decade.
Your proposal to grant
more power to the states to develop and enforce PFD regulations fills me with concein. For
one thing, paddlers will be subject to varying regulations governing the same activity in different states, a situation which
invites misunderstandings.
Second, we've seen existing
regulations capriciously enforced by certain states for political reasons having little to
do with boating safety. For example, citing "squirt kayakersn,
extremely low volume stunt
boats paddled by experts, for
wearing custom - made life
jackets contributes nothing to
boating safety. Suggesting that
they return to the parking lot
and stuff an approved device
into their boats in order to be
"legal" is equally illogical. And
yet this sort of harassment
happens with alarming frequency at the state level. I
would suggest that in the interests of uniformity and fairness
that the existing restrictions on
state authority be maintained.
It surprises me that, as
these proposals were being
formulated, no national organizations representing paddlers
were consulted. Not the American Canoe Association,which
has performed well in a number of Coast Guard grants over
the past decade. Not the
American Whitewater Affiliation, whose Safety Code has
been the recognised standard
since 1959. No one in the North
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American Paddlesports Association, an industry trade
group, or the Trade Association for Sea Kayaking, or the
National Association of Canoe
Liveries, or the U.S. Canoe Association, or even Canoe Magazine (1-800-MY CANOE) was
asked for an opinion. So far as
I know, no local club, outfitter,
manufacturer, or dealer was
asked for advice. Had we been
involved during the early
stages we might have been of
service. But since you probably
only consulted other bureaucrats in preparing these regulations, it's not surprising that
public opinion took you by surprise.
There needs to be better
communication between
paddlesport organizations and
your office. In addition to being the agency responsible for
boating safety, the Coast
Guard has tremendous expertise with large boats on the
open ocean. Your seamanship
is legendary. None of our
groups would presume to tell
you how to manage your craft.
But to my knowledge you have
no expert canoeists, kayakers,
or rafters on your staff; we do.
We should work together on
matters affecting our activities.
We should at the very least be
contacted in the developmental stages of regulations affecting our sport. Unless you are
ready to make a serious commitment to learning about our
activities by working with the
groups representing the different aspects of paddlesport you
should not be wasting the
taxpayer's money trying to
regulate them.
I'm hoping that these proposed regulations die a quiet,
but sudden death. If they do
become law, you have not begun to hear the protests from
paddlers throughout the country. This is a tremendous waste
of our time and energy, and
will not reflect well on the
Coast Guard.
Sincerely,

Charles C. Walbridge
Board of Directod Safety
Committee
American Whitewater
Affiliation

Rich Roehner tackle

Northern Exposure
Whitewater Adventure in America's Last Frontier
b y Roger Pollard

A name that conjures up images of solitary Igloos, yapping dog sled
teams, dour faced totem poles, airborne salmon and, sadly, greasy oil
spills.
But there is a lot more to Alaska than that. To the e w t e n e d
whtewater buff Alaska means rivers... and lots of them. In fact, Andrew Embick's soon to be published whitewater guide (summer of
93) will list more than seventy runnable waterways. And every slngle
one of these save one is completely free f l o w . .. that's nght... devoid
of dams. And the Alaskan boating season is cqually expansive, runrung from April to October. In short, the potential for river mnmng in
Alaska is nearly endless.
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U w p 1 ) ? the canyon of

the Tsaina River near
Valdex

Mike Lawson negotiates
the Kings River

Alaska features three types of rivers: clear water runoff rivers, rivers that are fed by glacial melt, and those
that are a combination of the two. Early in the season,
through mid June, the clearwater streams run high,
while the glacial rivers are low. As the temperatures rise
in late June and July, the glacial rivers rise. Hence those
rivers that have a mixed watershed often have prolonged boating seasons.
This diversity of Alaskan rivers means that even the
most obsessed whitewaterjunkie should always be able
to get his or her fix.
Because most Alaskan rivers are relatively young in
geologic terms, they often present steep and continuous
gradients. Paddlers accustomed to pool-drop rivers may
find this a bit disconcerting. Alaskan rivers feature
fewer discrete technical rapids, but offer a lot more nonstop, booming action.
Alaska's extended boating season is mawed by the
long, long days of summer. In June there is nearly
twenty-four hours of daylight per day. Summer temperatures tend to be moderate and provide a welcome relief
from the blistering heat of the continental U.S. The skies
are not often clear; partly cloudy days are the rule.
Boaters visiting Alaska benefit from the fact that
there are no language or cultural barriers, no necessity
to change to a different currency and no threat of exotic
disease. Of course, in the Alaskan wilderness, some of
the comforts and conveniences that city dwellers take
for granted may be a bit hard to come by.
When you are in the wilderness you can't just drop
into a local 7-11 to pick up a post run case of Black Label. You're more likely to find your brew in a more colorful establishment,like Skinny Dick's Halfway Inn or
the Bird House.
The ratio of whitewater enthusiasts to rivers in
Alaska is so low that it is unlikely that you will see many
other boaters on the water. In fact, on most runs, you
are more likely to see a moose or bear. Even on S M e
Creek, our most popular classic, you will rarely encounter more than two other parties on a weekend day.
American Mitewater
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Some boaters claim to have gone as
long as two years without spotting another boating party of the rivers of
Alaska.
Most visitors to Alaska fly into Anchorage; with 250,000 people it is
Alaska's largest city. There are more
than twenty runnable creeks and rivers within a hundred mile radius of the
city, some within minutes of downtown. The Copper River region and
Valdez are two other popular Alaskan
boating destinations.
Perhaps the best thing about Alaska
is its wild nature and character. One is
likely to encounter a lot of exotic wildlife, even on runs that are close to the
road. Every paddling trip is a scenic,
dramatic adventure, and there are no
rules, no permits, no fees... just wide
open spaces and freedom.

Alaskan boaters do not wait in eddies, fight for parking spots or pay users fees. This is, of course, an idyllic
situation, but sometimes I do fmd myself wondering what it would be like to
be part of the mainstream paddling
scene.
Like a farm boy intrigued by life in
the big city; I sometimes long to loiter
around a put-in on a hot day, clad in
my stylin' paddling shorts and life
jacket, checking out the bikini clad
babes. I sometimes want to soak in
sunscreen and hit the local whitewater
rodeo and laugh at the knuckleheads
running class 4 rapids in inner tubes
while trying to down a Budweiser.
I wouldn't mind measuring my style
and ability against others, even if
meant that folks would laugh at me. I'd
even like to hear some officious

mit applications; I've never been gbod
at that!
Sometimes I get tired of yelling "Go
away bear!" on the approach to every
bend in the river. I don't always like
wearing ten layers of pile and that
damned neoprene cap, especially
when I'm dragging my boat through an
alder thicket. And sitting around a
bush pilot's cabin, waiting for the
weather to break, sometimes gets me
down. I guess the grass is always
greener...
And some folks just don't know
when they've got it made.

Scouting S i x Mile...
Vedant?? and pristine
Photo by Bob Gedekoh
Brian Baines on Six Mile
Creek... Alaska's most
popular kayaking run.
Photo by Roger Pollard
Boater-Greg Brown The
steep, technical Little
Susitna
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"Let's give it one last try," declared bush pilot Boyd
Gochanour as he herded Mike Lawson, Jeff Maylen and me toward the float plane at the Susitna Air Service. This was going
to be it; if he couldn't get us in this time, we would have to
scratch our plan to make a first descent of Sheep Creek, located
about 80 miles north of Anchorage.
Soon the Cessna 206 engine spooled
up and the powerful single engine float
plane lifted off Kashwitna Lake. The
expanse of the Susitna Valley opened
beneath us as the plane's wake settled
on the banks of the mirror far below.
Fortuitously the clouds parted, allowing access to the small lake on
which we planned to land.
"Boyd, have you ever been in there
with this beast?, I inquired, struggling to
be heard over the drone of the propeller. "Only in my Supercub, never in the
206," he smirked, as he eyeballed the
lake, trying to anticipate the effects of
the wind.
"Think we'll make it?" I asked, trying
not to sound nervous.
"Oh, we can get in. I just don't know
if1 can get back out."
"Good," we replied, knowing full
well that we would not be in the plane on the return trip. "Let's
put her down."
After one additional turn, the floats touched down on the
blanket of water, the spray roostertailing high behind us.
Every bush pilot is good at two things; flying his or her aircraft and unloading it quickly. While his passengers stand preoccupied, breathlessly absorbing the scenery, the bush pilot
quickly empties the aircraft, knowing that any delay might allow
the clouds to roll in and strand him in a less than hospitable location. No bush pilot wants to be forced to spend a night with a
bunch of gun toting hunters dressed in the latest Eddie Bauer
apparel. Sitting around a campfire listening to big city rich boys
recount their favorite hunting fairy tale rarely meets a bush
pilot's definition of a good time.
And so, within a few minutes of landing, Boyd made an unceremonious and uneventful departure, leaving us standing on
the shores of the high alpine lake, a classic scene from the Alaskan outback.
Soon we could no longer hear the whine of the plane at all.
"Well," Mike observed wryly, "We're on our own now." The
creek was still a mile and half below us and we were in bear
country. Being afflicted with a common Alaskan malady known
as bemania, I had procured a package of Black Cat firecrackers, which I was carrying in the pocket of my spray jacket. I had
visions of a ten foot grizzly clutching a knife and fork and waiting
for us in every clearing. My assumption was that if I exploded a
firecracker every hundred yards or so, that my phantom bear
would assume it was a gunshot, abandon his eating utensils and
hit the road.
I had considered bringing bottle rockets for this purpose, but
decided against it because of their potential trajectory. I could
just imagine one sailing over a bear's head, then exploding, effectively driving him our direction. My paddling partners called
American Whitewater
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me a Sissy Pants and laughed at my behavior, but, undaunted, I
kept it up until we reached the relative safety of the creek.
Our first glimpse of Sheep Creek revealed that it was all that
we expected, a beautiful emerald, studded with granite boulders.
We paddled through a pristine forest for about five miles without
incibent, finally e&e&g a section of mellow water that braided
through an overgrown area It was the
kind of place that invites the mind to
wander.
Suddenly we received a profound
dose of reality... in the form of a big
brown ball of fur on river left. Several
seconds clicked by before my mind digested and processed this image, and
when I came to terms with it, I discovered that I had already drifted beyond
the last eddy.
With a quick sweep I spun about
and paddled hard, determined to
reach the safe haven upstream. I
called out a warning to my companions. Mike joined me in the eddy,
while Jeff took refuge upstream.
Typically a bear will run away
when confronted by a human, particularly a human as weird looking as a
kayaker. But there are exceptions;
veteran Alaskan kayaker Andrew Embick was forced to fire a
warning shot over a grizzly's head on the first descent of the
Chakachatnea River, to ward off a potential attack.
Still, we were surprised when the massive grizzly mounted a
charge upstream in our direction. The bear crashed through the
brush that bounded the stream, while I extracted my trusty can
of Counter Assault Bear Spray from my boat.
A charging bear can run at 44 feet per second. That meant
that within a few seconds our boats were about to undergo the
ultimate product test. As for us... all I could think about was the
guy who survived an attack who reported that he could feel his
skull crack in the jaws of an angry brown bear.
The bear was only thirty feet away when she changed course
and ran off into the forest. From his vantage upstream Jeff saw
why; her cubs were hiding on the banks, not far from our eddy. I
spent the next five minutes shaking uncontrollably.Sows with
cubs are notoriously unpredictable; we couldn't be sure that the
giant might not come crashing out of the brush again.
Like tornado victims whose house remains standing in the
midst of a neighborhood that has been demolished, we wondered
why we had been spared. When we were ready to resume our
journey, no orte very anxious to accept the lead position.
But eventually we started back down the narrow winding
stream, and after another 15 miles and 12 hours we reached the
take out at the Park's Highway. In the course of that journey we
had sighted five grizzlies, two black bears and dozens of eagles
and salmon.
As I remember that day I can still see the creek's opalescent
green waters and verdant forest lined with purple fireweed. As I
write this we are locked in the grip of the harsh Alaskan winter,
but by the time you read it, Sheep Creek will once again be a narrow, twisting torrent... ready to thrill the next party of whitewater
adventurers who stalwart enough to accept the challenge.

Bush pilot Boyd
Gochanour prepares to
make a hasty retreat
from the Happy River
put-in.

Ar.rial t-ecor~r~aissunceof
the Happy River
Can yon.

Happiness is a River
pescent pf Alaska's Happy River

y oger Pollnr

It was late evening and we were
deep in the canyon, nearly one hundred miles from the nearest road. We
were lying under a tarp trying to catch
some sleep, but I was suffering from a
bad case of bearsornnia. Next to me
Chris Roach had his .44Magnum
Redhawk revolver strategically placed
beside his head. Three cans of
Counter Assault Bear Spray were lying
within arms' reach.
I rolled over and discovered that
the barrel of the gun was pointed directly at my head. I silently pushed it
away. A few inches separated the
ground from the bottom of the tarp, allowing me to peek out. In the dim
evening light I imagined bear paws just
outside. It was not a reassuring vision.
You might as well shoot a grizzly with
a BB gun as with a 44. Eventually I
managed to dispel these disturbing
thoughts and drift off to sleep.
This was the night we spent on the
Happy River, a crown jewel of Alaska
Range rivers. As a former Air Force

navigator, I had seen the Happy River
from the air several times on routine
training missions. From 29,000 feet
the Happy looked like any other river,
a vein on the earth's surface; one in a
complex network that fed into
Susitna, which, in turn, flowed into
Cook Inlet and eventually the Pac c.
But a closer inspection with binoculars revealed that the Happy river had
a unique character. I hoped that it
hadn't been run.
I called Alaskan river pioneer Andrew Embick, and he reported that
the Happy had not been paddled. This
was c o n f i e d by Vern Hummel,
owner of the Rainy Pass Lodge, which
is located nearby. In fact, Vern responded to my inquiry with a classic
Alaskan reply, "I think someone tried
it years back, but everyone died."
Sounds good to me, I thought.
A first descent of a remote Alaskan
river can be a costly endeavor these
days, since those rivers with easy
acess have already been explored.
American CVhit,emater
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Embick reports in his book that he has
taken 33 fixed wing flights, seven airline flights and nine helicopter charters in the course of exploring sixty
different rivers.
Since there are few roads and hiking trails in Alaska, the bush plane becomes the main mode of transportation for both the reconnaissance and
the running of many rivers. This is not
to say that if you want to mount a first
descent you absolutely need a Cessna
185, replete with expert pilot, but it
does help. Fortunately, almost everyone living in Alaska knows someone
with a small plane.
And so, after a few phone calls, Jeff
Mahlen and I were treated to a close
up view of the river, courtesy of bush
pilot Rick Whitaker, who yanked and
banked the plane along the canyon
rim. It was an exciting flight, perhaps
too much so. Jeff, a hardened river rat,
looked like Casper the Friendly Ghost
in the rear seat of the aircraft. But our
reconnaissance ended with a straight
and sure low level sweep over the turquoise, granite studded river, and we
were hooked. Jeff and I exchanged
glances that could mean just one
thing... let's do it!

Within a week our plans were near
completion. Our expedition on the
Happy would be self supported with
lightweight gear, in deference to the
technical upper section. We would
paddle the river in two days, to accommodate everyone's work schedules.
Peter Sennhauser, Chris Roach and
Jeffs wife, Tawny Nicholysen would
accompany Jeff and I. But we needed
to fill one more seat in the airplane to
lower everyone's cost. The search was
on.
It has been said that millions have
been made and lost, inventions born,
and great ideas formed within the
walls of a coffeehouse. But, did you
know that rivers can be stolen there
too? Well, add that to your list.
For, as sure as Jesse James robbed
a train, as sure as Saddam took Kuwait, a man stole our the Happy River
away from us.
Two days before our well coordinated trip, Peter bumped into an old
friend from the lower 48 at the local
Cafe del Mundo. Knowing that we
needed another passenger, good natured Peter invited his friend along.
After analyzing photos, studying the
maps and feasting on smoked salmon,
the friend departed, "unable to make a
commitment". The next day he and a
compadre flew in and ran the lower
canyon, remarking later that he "had
left the upper section for us".
We had lost our gold nugget down a
bottomless crack. Perhaps the innocence that comes from living in a place
far from the dog eat dog world had
done us in. But, what does a first descent mean anyway? Just some names
on a piece of paper. We still didn't

The first descent at the
Upper Canyon of the
Happy River.
know what the Happy was like. It was
still the adventure we were looking
for, even if it had lost some of its virgin
lustre.
And so, soon we were dragging our
boats a quarter of a mile across the
tundra to the creek. In the distance
two grizzlies munched on roots and
blueberries. Two more could be seen
loping up the treeless mountainside.
Within a few minutes they had covered
quite a distance, reminding us that
they can be fast moving, long range
travelers. We knew that we needed to
be on the lookout and to make a lot of
noise.
The Happy started off as a small
turquoise stream flowing through a
magical, boreal forest. Granite boulders in the stream bed rendered this
section of the river interesting, though
not terribly difficult. (Class I1 and III.)
After four miles the walls steepened
and we approached the canyon. We
knew that camping would be difficult
in the canyon, so we elected to spend
the night at its entrance. Priorities
must be set on self-supported trips; we
had brought the light pyramid tarp instead of a full-blown tent, reasoning
that we would tough it out if it rained.
But, in what might seem an absurd
contradiction,we found space for our
bear insurance, the two pound .44
Magnum pistol. Comfort is a relative
term in Alaska.
American Whitewater

Although the whitewater in the canyon was easier, it offered unique geologic formations. Eagles soared over
our heads, each apparently patrolling
its own territory.
After twelve serpentine miles we
reached the massive glacial fed
Skwentna River. At 20,000 cfs, its
swift brown water cut through a vast
valley. The river and scenery was so
magnilicent that we scarcely noticed
the moderate whitewater. The river
valley was so immense, in fact, that
one unaccustomed to reading topos
might easily have gotten lost.
Fortunately, Peter and Jeff sniffed
out the point of entry into the slough
that led to Red Salmon Lake, our rendezvous with the plane. The slough's
banks were pulverized, suggesting that
the bears had been gorging themselves
on salmon there in the not too distant
past. We were grateful that none were
there that day. Our luck, not our planning, had saved us from being blocked
by this potentially impenetrable barrier.
As we paddled into the open we
spotted the Halloween orange Cessna
206 from the Susitna Air Service waiting for us at the end of the lake. We
cut a line through the muskeg to the
plane and loaded up. Within a few minutes, pilot Boyd Gochanour had us airborne, leaving "Happyness" behind on
our way back to civilization

Editor's Note: Adventurer Roger Pollard is a navigator for the National
Gaurd in Alaska and a trip leader for
Kayak Alaska, a company which pmwides support services to whitewater enthusiasts.

Just the "Bear" Facts!HOW Great the ~ i s k ?
b y Bob Gedekoh
Boating in Alaska sounds great,
doesn't it?
Wide open spaces, fabulous scenery,
uncrowded rivers.
And the wildlife!
Ah, yes... the wildlife. Therein lies
the rub.
Because when it comes to boating in
Alaska, the word "wildlife" seems almost to be synonymous with the word
"bears*.
"Bears*,as in Great Big Potentially
Man Eating Brown Bears. What boater
wants to wind up as an snack for a 1500
pound bruin?
Well, before you let bearanoia dissuade you from your dream of paddling
in America's Last Frontier, you ought to
carefully read what follows. The experts tell us that the odds of being attacked by a bear are vanishingly small,
especially if you use common sense
and take the appropriate precautions.
The more you learn about the life
cycle of bears and their behavior, the
less you will fear them, and the more
you will respect them. Here are the
"bear" facts.
Alaskan brown bears belong to the
same species as the Kodiak bears of
Kodiak island and the Grizzly bears of

Montana, Wyoming and Canada
(Ursae arctos). The large brown bears
of Eurasia are also members of the
same species, which is to say that if
they were in geographic proximity,
they could interbreed. More than half
of the brown bears of North America
live in Alaska.
Alaskan brown bears may weigh
nearly a ton, but they often loose one
fourth of their body weight during their
winter hibernation, which is generally
spent in inaccessible, high country
dens. Sows give birth to their one
pound cubs in midwinter, while hibernating. Twins are common; triplets
occur less frequently. The cubs nurse
for two or three years, then are weaned
and driven away. Only about one half
of all cubs survive to maturity.
The life of a brown bear is one of alternating six month feasts and famines.
During the spring and summer they
must feed voraciously, storing energy
in the form of fat to carry them through
the winter. By late fall their bodies are
insulated with a six inch layer of fat.
Alaskan brown bears are omnivorous,
eating more than twelve species of
plants as well as meat... predominantly
salmon and rodents.
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The salmon runs, which generally
begin in early June, attract large numbers of brown bears to the sides of
streams and rivers. Here the bears may
devour as much as 60 pounds of fish in
an hour, gaining as much as 100
pounds in two weeks. The bears travel
from river to river, following the temporal pattern of the migration of the
fish.
Mating occurs in late spring; each female may mate with several males. But
implantation of the fertilized eggs does
not occur until late fall. Males do not
participate in the rearing of cubs. In
fact, the females must defend their
young against attacks by males, who
will kill the cubs in an attempt to bring
the female back into heat. Brown bears
have but two natural enemies, other
bears of the same species and man.
The life span of brown bears in the wild
is thought to be about twenty years.
The risk of being mauled or killed by
a bear have been exaggerated by the
media. To put this into perspective
consider the following: each year more
than 100,000 people are killed by other
men (wars, murder), about 60,000
people die of poisonous snake bites
(only 1-2 in the U.S.), 1000 people each
are killed by tigers, crocodiles and domestic livestock, 500 are killed each by
hippos and elephants, 100 are killed by
lions, while an average of onlv one Derson
-is killed by North American Brown
Bears.
Between 1900 and 1980 there were
only 126 brown bear attacks in the National Parks of the United States. During that period of time there were 41
deaths, 19 in the National Parks and 22
in Alaska, outside the National Parks.
Only one in 1.3 million visitors to Glacier N.P. is injured by a bear. In
Yellowstone, a brown bear attack occurs in only one in sixty thousand days
spent by individuals in the
backcountry.
At a recent meeting of the Wilderness Medical Society, Dr. Steven
French, the world's foremost expert on
bear attacks and founder of the
Yellowstone Grizzly Foundation, presented the results of his years of study.
According to French, most brown bear
attacks occur because the animal is
taken by surprise, or because it is attempting to drive off a perceived threat.
That is why although sows with cubs

make up only 20%of the bear population, they account for more than 70%of
bear attacks. Because bears can smell
human beings from up to mile away,
surprise encounters should be rare, unless the bear is preoccupied, as with
fishing for salmon.
Bears rarely attack humans with the
intention of eating them, ie. as prey. Occasionally rogue bears, who have been
long exposed to humans and associate
them with food, adopt this form of behavior.
French suggests that the key to bear
safety is avoidance. Hunters and photographers, who sneak through the
woods in hopes of getting close to
bears, are particularly at risk. That a familiarity with bear behavior is important is reflected by the fact that of 115
attacks on humans by bears in Alaska
during 1900-1985, only two involved
Native Americans. Clearly the natives
are quite adept at avoiding the wrath of
their neighborhood bruins.
French suggests that backcountry
travelers should make lots of noise,
travel with others and avoid constricted areas, animal corridors or areas where bears are known to feed.
Avoid camping at sites that have been
trashed by others and make sure all
food is stored away from your tent and
in a fashion that precludes odors that
can attract midnight marauders.
French maintains that there is no good
evidence to support the myth that
brown bears are more likely to attack
menstruating women.
He also suggests that backcountry
visitors should have a contingency plan
in case of an encounter. Being familiar
with the geography of the area is a
start. French recommends that campers sleep in tents, but that they don't
zip themselves into their bags. Keep a
flashlight beside you when you sleep.
In general, French is not enthusiastic
about bear mace such as Counter Assault; he feels that it often provides a
false sense of security, and that, quite
often, it will only blow back into the
victims face. However, he does recommend keeping a can of it handy within
the tent at night, in the unlikely event
of a nocturnal attack.
French believes that guns are of
questionable value in the event of a
brown bear attack, since few victims
will have the presence of mind to use

their weapon effectively and because
brown bears have a very small kill target area. For instance, their brains are
long and narrow... so shooting a bear is
far more likely to enrage him than to
kill him.
In the event of a chance encounter,
French recommends that you idenhfy
yourself by making noise and that you
avoid sudden movements. Your behavior should suggest submission, but not
necessarily vulnerability. Do not make
prolonged eye contact with the bear,
this may be interpreted as a threat.
French recommends that you stand
your ground; running may trigger an attack, and brown bears have been
clocked at more than lhrty miles an
hour. And, in spite of their size, they
are quite adept at climbing trees.
If the very unlikely event that a bear
charges, don't panic (this sounds
good), but take steps to minimize the
damage. Remember, in all likelihood
the bear doesn't want to kill you, she
just wants to establish dominance.
They generally WLUuse only as much
force as they feel is necessary to remove a perceived threat. Bears are
head oriented in their attacks, most fa-

tal injuries involve the head and neck.
Don't fight or scream. Fall to the
ground in a fetal position, face down,
with your hands interlocked behind
your head and your neck flexed forward, elbows protecting your face.
Don't make eye contact with the bear
during the attack.
Finally, stay down after the bear
moves away. The bear may interpret
any additional movement as a challenge and attack again. Generally the
hjuries that occur in these second attacks are more severe. Make sure that
the bear is gone before you attempt to
leave.
In summary, the likelihood of experiencing an serious attack by a brown
bear, even while kayakng in Alaska, is
vanishingly small, if you use common
sense and take some simple precautions. These mighty creatures deserve
our respect, even more than our fear.
They are mawcent creatures who
thrive in an incredibly harsh environment.
We may visit the backcountry, but
only as "tourists".
The wilderness of Alaska remains
the brown bears' turf.

Editors note: In this excerpt from his
soon to be published guide to paddling in
Alaska (Fast and Cold- A Guide to Alaskan
Whitewater) noted whitewater pioneer Andrew Embick advises boaters on bears...
and guns.
There are few restrictions to carrying a
gun within Alaska, though remember that
the airlines will want it transported un-

loaded, in a rigid, locked case with amrnunition in original containers, and declared
as baggage (not carry-on). Air taxi operators want guns unloaded, and small planes
(and boats) can carry guns in soft, zippered
cases more easily than in bulky rigid ones.
Denali Park does not allow guns,but the
"new" parks do, Canada does not allow
handguns. Do not attempt to drive across
the border with one-- it will be contis-
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cated. Some state parks prohibit shooting
except in self defense.
A gun will not invariably solve all of
your bear problems. Keep in mind that if
you shoot a bear, at the very least you'll
have to skin it and transport the hide to the
nearest Fish and Game office. You may not
keep bears killed in the defense of life or
property, unless it is bear season and you
have a hunting licence and a bear tag and,
for out-of-staters, a licensed, very expensive
Alaskan hunting guide. If you shoot at a
bear, you may miss. Or the bear may keep
coming, even if mortally wounded. Or,
minorly wounded, you may just piss it off.
There's no point bringing a gun if it
makes you feel cocky and inclined to take
poor risks. But, if questioned, most Alaskans will indicate that guns come along on
their trips, at least those involving camping.
They themselves may not be the ones with
the weapon, but someone on the trip has
brought the gun, and invariably, the group
feels safer. Feeling more comfortable is a
worthwhile goal in itself. Being part of a
large group is safety in itself, as bears generally avoid all but the smallest parties.

What gun? Probably a pump 12 gauge
shotgun, such as a Winchester 1200, loaded
with slugs. With a short barrel, and able to
be fitted with a folding stock, it will be
compact, light, easily carried and, though
capable of only short-range accuracy, can
provide seven shots. A high powered rifle
(.30-06 or larger) is the weapon of choice
for hunters, capable of more accuracy and
longer range. But they provide a maximum
of four shots, cost two or three times as
much, are heavier and longer, and the bolt
actions are harder to work than a pump action.
A pistol is not a good choice, except
for true experts as a last ditch weapon.
The vaunted .44 Magnum is inadequate
with respect to power for brown bears, and
unless you've shot a couple of hundreds of
rounds with one, your accuracy is probably
not adequate either. However, if your
choice on a kayak trip is the .44 or nothing,
bring the .44, loaded with hot, hardloaded
jacketed bullets or heavy, hard cast bullets.
For the latter, try Garrett Cartridges, their
330 grainers going out a 1280 fps ($0. box
170, Chehalis, Washington 98532)

Whatever gun you bring, be familiar
with it, be safe in its use, and keep it close
at hand and clean and dry. The first shot
should almost always be above the bear,
which may scare it away. That avoids the
problem of wounding the bear. On a backpacking trip around Mt. Drum in the
Wrangells, my friend Joe Loffredo persuaded a grizzly in a bad mood to leave, by
firing several above it with a .22 pistol, at a
distance of a few feet. On the
Chakachatna, I did the same with a .44, but,
at the first shot, another bear came out of
the bushes. Then they both left.
The closest I've come to being killed by
the local fauna was not by bears, however,
it was by a moose. On a solo run of UpperUpper M1illowCreek, I waited for a cow
and calf to cross, then went ahead. I
should have waited longer. Mama charged
in with murder on her mind, and in the
shallow water, I couldn't get away from
her, especially since she cut out and ran on
shore to catch up twice. Looking back over
my shoulder at those pounding hooves
looming above me just a few feet away
gave me a little extra speed to escape.

Don't be sticky...
Let $20 find a hole in your pocket %$
The A WA is fighting to save our whitewater
resources. You can help. Your $20 membership fee is funneled directly into our effective
river conservation actions. Plus--every
member receives a bi-monthly subscription
American Whitewater ...the best semi- ""*\
.
professional whitewater magazine in the world! -+.

..
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Join the AWA today and receive American Whitewater at home
Yes, I want to join the AWA and receive a subscription to American Whitewater. I've enclosed my tax-deductible
contribution of $20.00 ($25 Canada, $30 overseas) to help conserve our whitewater resources and promote river safety.

I would like to make an additional contribution to AWA's Whitewater Defense Project as indicated below.
AWA membership dues ..................... $20.00
WDP contribution .............................. $Total amount ...................................... $-

How would you like your Optional contribution used?
Conservation (including Hydro and Access issues)
Safety
I would be interested in working as an AWA volunteer.

Remember - you can contribute to the AWA conservation program through the Combined Federal Campaign, CFC #Of339
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Grin and Bear It
An Alaskan
by Dean F a i r b u m

It was about the time my new
p a d m buddy, Kevin Stillman,
asked if I owned a sawed off
shotgun that would fit into my
kayak that I knew I was defirutely
gonna' be doing some interesting
pad-.
At that moment my
gravest concerns were confirmed; I had been asked along
on what amounted to an annual
whitewater grizzly bear "hunt".
Yes, my new found p a d m acquaintances intentionally
paddled small, shallow streams
when the salmon were spawning... just so that they could observe the bears and their gluttonous feast!

Kevin Stillman, Doug
Blockowsky and Dean
Fairburn huntin' for
bear.

I remember considering an alternative trip... perhaps to Victoria Falls... for
what seemed likely to be a more enjoyable, though no more certain, death.
But, for reasons that are still a bit unclear to me, I decided to go. And why
not? I had not landed a job yet and I
had never seen a grizzly up close and
personal.
I had just moved to Fairbanks and I
was learning that boating in Alaska was
going to be quite a bit different from
the river running that I had done before. The rivers in Alaska were, for the
most part, silt-laden and, consequently,
sometimes difficult to read. The boating season was limited to the summer,
the only time that the rivers were not
frozen. Even in the summer the water
was so cold that wet or dry suits were a
necessity. And, of course, the Alaskan
scenery was magruficent, and there
was an abundance of wildlife.
Yes... there were mosquitoes. And
yes... there were bears.
Fortunately the people in Alaska
were warm and friendly. Maybe this
was because these sourdoughs had
abandoned their families in the lower
48 and maybe it was a function of the
cabin fever they experienced during
the winter. At any rate, I soon discovered that, in Alaska, friends are family
and summer is bliss.
Shortly after my arrival I made some
friends at the Nenana Race Festival
~mericanWhitewater

who were to introduce me to boating in
the far north. After a few runs on the
Nenana, I was asked to go on a three
day, fly-in river trip to the interior of
the state. Our destination was a tributary of a tributary of the Susitna Regarding its actual identity I can say no
more; I am sworn to secrecy. This
hardly matters, the story could no
doubt have been the same on any one
of a hundred runs.The trip was to feature some good whitewater, some good
scenery, spawning salmon and... of
course... the bears.
The plan was for three self contained parties of three to fly into a lake
which emptied into the small, salmon
infested stream. I was to catch the last
flight, one which was temporarily delayed due to low cloud cover. And so,
while we waited for the skies to clear,
Kevin Stillman, Doug Blockolsky and I
hung around the air taxi's cabin, staring
at a massive, vengeful looking grizzly
mounted on the wall.
It was nearly evening when we departed. I did not know then that bears
are most active late in the day. Flying
in, the gray overcast sky set the mood.
Because of the clouds we were forced
to fly around the mountains instead of
over them, further delaying our arrival.
At any rate, any fear of bears that I p o s
sessed was temporarily transformed
into a fear of heights as I looked down
at the magruficent, rugged contours be-
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Little did they know that
around the next bend..
Ursa Horribilis was
waiting.
low.
We followed a river to the point
where the creek that we had targeted
entered. The contrast at the confluence
was tremendous, the river was large
and thick with glacial silt, whereas, the
creek was tiny and clear. Even from
the plane we could see the hordes of
big red salmon fighting their way up
the stream.
I continued to stare at the salmon as

r

below us, the other six kayakers were
floating along, unaware of the fact that
they were about to come face to face
with the bear. We circled the party but
there was no way to warn them of what
lie ahead. Later I discovered that it
hadn't mattered; the bruin must have
temporarily abandoned the stream because they never saw him at all.
As we unloaded our kayaks after
landing on a lake a caribou trotted towards us from the brush. I stood
watching the splendid animal until
Doug commented, "He's probably running from something... maybe a bear."
Oh boy! That B word again!
Soon we left the vast lake, drifting

ability to find their way back thousands
of miles to their spawning ground, the
place of their birth. I marveled at their
determined struggle, one that terminates in certain death.
And I MARVELED at the size of the
freak'n grizzly bear that was wading
right up the middle of the tiny, narrow
stream! A stream that I would soon be
navigating!
Oh, I could edoy watching that bear
from the safety of the plane. It was the
first I had ever seen and it was a rnagnificent creature, so large, in fact, that
it breached nearly one quarter of the
width of the stream. But I realized that
the next time I might see that bear I
would not be a thousands of feet over
his head.
But as we flew around the next bend
I became even more apprehensive. Far
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into the narrow, twenty foot wide
creek. The banks were dense with
brush; my wide angle splatter vision
was replaced with tunnel vision. It was
an exhilarating moment, but it made
me feel insecure.
Doug had made this run before and
on each occasion had encountered grizzlies. And, by the signs on the bank, it
seemed certain that we would confront
some too. Every blade of grass was
matted down by the heavy traffic. Bear
tracks and dung covered the sand bars.
The banks were littered with half eaten
salmon, f111ing the air with a foul odor
and an unsettling atmosphere.
Perhaps the reason so many of the
fish were only half eaten was our defense strategy... which was to make a
lot of noise. No doubt we interrupted
quite a few hearty meals.
Doug sang loudly and constantly
into the bushes. Kevin, a transplant
from New Mexico who looked and
acted the part of a laid back farmer,
seemed a bit out of character when he
joined Doug in song. Not being able to
carry a tune, I felt a bit selfconscious,
but after noticing all the bear sign, I

Alaskan brown bear-to
be respected as well as
feared.

joined in as well.
But we had a second line of defense,
just in case our songs were not adequate. Doug and I were armed with
bear mace, while Kevin was armed
with a stainless steel forty four Magnum.
Rounding bends was especially unnerving, especially when the creek was
particularly narrow. Often we were
startled by the sudden violent splashing
of the three foot long salmon darting
from under our boats. Each time it took
a moment to recognize that the commotion was being caused by a fish, and
not a charging bruin.
After thlrty minutes our singing
evolved into shouts of "Hey... Bear!"
Eventually the creek channeled between two log jams at a bend. We did
our best to scout the descent, all the
while chanting, "Hey... Bear."
Doug was running first, I was in the
middle and Kevin was bringing up the
rear.
Just as Doug was about to start into
the rapid Kevin called out, "A Bear!"
But it sounded to us like much of the
same, and his warning went unheeded.
"A BEAR DAMMIT!" Kevin
screamed and this time we got the message. Doug managed a hasty back ferry
into an eddy and I plowed into him, just
after I spotted the huge, button eyed
bruin just around the bend. We soon
lost sight of the monster from the vantage of our eddy.
I was pumped too full of adrenalin

to thank Kevin for saving our necks. I
was so excited that I couldn't imagine
what we were going to do next. In fact,
I was in a state of panic. Proceeding
downstream seemed out of the question. Portaging... suicidal.

I was in such a bad way that I couldn't
help but blurt out,"Whatthe hell are
we gonna do now?"
Doug's reaction was calm and unruffled. "Did he go into the bush?" he
inquired.
"Couldn't tell," was Kevin's characteristic, nonchalant response.
Doug peeled out into the current,
grinning broadly, as if to say, "Well, this
whatwe came here for, boys."
"Stay close!" he called over his
shoulder.
Kevin followed and I mindlessly
paddled into the current as well. Now
the adrenalin was really pumping. I
have never been wound so tight. My
senses were crystal clear and I felt
hyper alert. My paddle strokes were
sure, strong and precise. And though
my voice may not have been as sweet
as Pavarotti's, I know it was every bit
as loud.
A s it turned out we had no further
encounters with that particular bruin.
nerican Whitewater

Bear o n the run 1500
pounds of unpredictable
dynamite.
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Bear hunter, Doug
Blockowsky takes time to
surJ
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But we started to make noise with a
new found enthusiasm as a consequence of that close call. We sang at
the top of our lungs; I was no longer the
least bit self conscious about being out
of key. We called out constantly to one
another, but, remembering Kevin's
nearly unheeded warning, we agreed
that no one would use the word "bear"
again, unless one had actually been
spotted.
In fact, the word "Bear!" was utilized
several times that late afternoon. Although many of our encounters were
close, most of the time the bears just
trotted off nonplused through the thick
willows and alders. This was not too intimidating, by the time we spotted most
of them they were already high-tailing it
for cover. These were the best times...
times when we could enjoy watching
these incredible animals without fear of
being eaten.
But there were occasional moments
of high anxiety. Sometimes the rapids
were so noisy that the bears would not
notice our approach. Because the
stream was so tight and narrow, by the
time we spotted them we were often
quite close, with the current driving us
even closer. To avoid becoming another entree on the bears' menus, we
scrambled to catch micro eddies or to
grab a rock or branch along the shore.
From these precarious river side
sanctuaries we would shout and bang
on our boats until the bears would vanish into the brush. Then we would haul
ass downstream... along the opposite
bank, of course.
But eventually we encountered one
bruin that was not so easily intimidated.
He was a particularly large boar stand-

Bear hunter
extraordinare--Julie
Klac ker

ing in the creek on river right. We
borrowed equipment, took quite a bit
longer. A s a consequence there were
drove our kayaks onto a gravel bar on
river left about one hundred feet upsome tense moments before we got the
hell out of there.
stream. As per our routine, we started
Shortly thereafter we spotted a sow
to make a lot of noise. He heard us all
with two large cubs, allegedly the most
right, but he was apparently not about
dangerous combination. As luck would
to surrender his territory. In fact, he
casually started lumbering towards us. have it, we had to make a portage in
My fmt instinct was to find my cam- her vicinity. Another moment of high
anxiety!
era so that I could take a picture, but
Although the whitewater was never
when Kevin pulled out his holstered
more than class II,the presence of the
forty-four I reconsidered and started
bears made it seem like class V+. The
looking for my mace. Meanwhile the
eight hours we spent on the creek that
bear continued to amble our way. We
day constituted one of the most intense
yelled, we screamed, we waved our
paddling experiences I had ever had,
anns and paddles in the air, but the
and at the end of it I was exhausted. It
bear continued. For the second time
that day I seriously considered the like- wasn't until we reached the confluence
of the creek with the large, silty river,
lihood that I was going to be eaten.
that we could relax. We drifted far out
The grizzly came to within fifty feet
of us before he stopped, giving us a dis- into the protection of the current, a
bear sighting from here could once
gusted look, as if to say,"What the hell
again be a pleasant, non-threatening exare you doing here?" Then he turned
and slowly sauntered into the bushes
perience.
We soon rendezvoused with the
across the narrow creek.
other six members of our party and set
I had my sprayskirt on in a heartcamp. They too had spotted a number
beat, but Kevin, who was paddling in
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of bears. In fact, Julie Klacker claimed
that their group had actually paddled
the stream silently, so they could maximize their chances of getting a good
look at them. And then, as if to prove
her point, she wandered off alone to
take a hike. I admired her courage, but
remembering the nine bears that I had
seen that day, I decided to remain in
camp, relaxing in the safety of numbers.
As fate would have it during the next
two days, while we paddled the larger
river, we never spotted another bruin.
But these were splendid days, nonetheless, featuring continuous class IV action and spectacular scenery.
I learned a lot about Alaskan bears
on my first bear "hunt". They have different personalities and their behavior
is not always predictable. It is not necessary, or desireable, to carry an arsenal of weapons. No one wants to turn
the river corridors into battle ones. But
carrying mace and a small firearm may
be advisable. Using appropriate camping techniques can do a lot to reduce
the risk of unwanted and dangerous encounters with the bears. Site selection
and food handling and storage are of
critical importance.
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Aluminum rowing frames, camp
kitchens, dry boxes and tables.
Achilles & SOTAR inflatable boats and
FishRite aluminum boats & sleds.
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OAK ORCHARD
CANOE EXPERTS

(503) 773-5582
1385 Justice Road
Central Point, OR 97502
Call or Write for our
Free River Equipment Catalog
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Both Stores on Water-Try-Before-You-Buy!
Waterport, NY.14571 Pittsford, NY. 14534
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The Finest Kayaks Around the World

The Prijon line of kayaks are blowmolded
from HTP-the finest High Molecular Weight
Polyethylene. Its stiffness and durability together with our true Keyhole cockpits and
collision plate footbraces set a
standard lor safety
9J

and,

T-Canyon
able and responsive,
~n offers ootimum
nance for everyone
oaters to beginners.
anv adventure.

Grizzlies range
throughout much of
Alaska; this is their
turf. Paddling in their
midst certainly adds a
whole new dimension
to whitewater
boating, potentially
giving a whole new
meaning to "Getting

Lr decade is ava/lable in either light

or extreme configurations. Unmatched
forsurfing, yet verycomfortable on the
edge. Simply the best playboatthere is.

novices. You can fall in love witha Topo-Duo.

Editor's note: Regular contributor
Dean Fairburn recently moved from
Tennessee to the Native American village of Holy Cross, Alaska, where he
teaches school.

For information on these boats and the rest
of the Prijon line, call or write: (303) 444-2336
Wildwasser Sport USA, Inc. P.O. Box 4617, Boulder, CO 80306
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ACA Instructor

Kayak trips for experts only, with no rafts to wait
for. Run the Bio-Bio while the proposed dams
remain unbuilt. Then go on to the legendary waterfalls of the Fuy and the giant, clear waves of the
Futaleufu. Run more whitewater and see more of
Chile than you can any other way. Call now t o
reserve your choice of kayak model and departure
date, and to receive further information and a list
of all past participants, (who have come from nine
different countries,) so you can confer with some
of them. Sport International, 314 N. 20th St.,
Suite 300, Colorado Springs, CO 80904 USA.
719-520-1784. 800-779-1784. FAX 719-630-1892.

Workshops
Slated
ACA sanctioned Instructors' Developmental and certification
Workshops have been scheduled at
the Valley Mill Camp near Washington, D.C. on May 26-30 (Open Canoe) and June 10-14 (Kayak). The
Open Canoe section will be taught
by canoe-sport writer Bob Foote.
The Kayak section will be taught by
Mark Moore of the National Outdoor Leadership School. Class size
for each section is limited to ten
and the registration fee is $285. For
additional mformation call (301)
948-0220 or write to the Valley Mill
Camp, 15102 Seneca Rd.,
Germantown, Md. 20874.
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X%me visit our new outpo&.on thkbanks
of the Nantahala River, in h t h ~ & ~ l i n a .
Test drive THE BEST on oui.sight-mile
whitewater track. You'll enjoy flndind out
why a custom-built and outfitted,
ready-to-paddle Whitesell Canoe is still your
best bet for maximizing your ability on all
classes of whitewater.
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Mail Order Business
& Store
For Accessories
New Wave Waterworks
2535 Roundtop Road
Middletown Pa. 17057

Phone (717)944-6904
Phone (717)944-6320

F ~ (7x 17)944-O422

Call (404) 325-5330 for more Info
and our free video.
FREE

2362-A Dresden Drive, Atlanta, GA 30341
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CATALOG

AIRE uses the latest technology and innovative
design to build high performance craft that are

six models of catarafts, six rafts, three inflatable
kayaks and two sea kayaks in a variety of colors.

TECHNOLOGY+DESIGN+CRAFTSMANSHIP=AIRE

AIRE leads the way in the
and so should you.
P.O. BOX 341 2, BOISE, IDAHO 83703 (208)344-7506 FAX (208) 345-1856

Outdoor Adventure Center

-LEARN WITH THE PROS Our Whitewater Kayak School consists of
a two-day basic clinic. (Further instructions by special arrangements). ACA certified instructors, classroom sessions,
whitewater movies, equipment, shuttles,
wet suits, and plenty of river fun are all
included.
Beginners start on still water, learning
basic skills and paddling techniques.
The second day is on easy whitewater.
FOR MORE INFORMATION, ASK FOR OUR KAYAKlNG CLINIC FLYEM

CALL US TODAY !

American Whitewater
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PADDLING CAMP
FOR KIDS
Ages 9-16
Wolf River Refuge, Wisconsin
Sponsored by ACA and United
States Canoe and Kayak Team
Beginners, Junior racers & Elite
racers welcome
$80 /4days, $60 / 3 days
Instructors: US Kayak and
Canoe Coach Kent Ford; ACA
Instructors Bob Obst, Colleen
Hayes, Ray Mclain, George
Steed, Marge Cline
Contact: Colleen Hayes 606
Eugenia Ave.
Madison, Wisconsin
53705
Phone: 608-233-6728

The following schedule was provided by
the League of Northwest Whitewater Racers.
(206) 933-1178. Call the individual race director to confirm each event.

June 5-6 Salmon la Sac
Roslyn, Washington
Werner Furrer (206) 348-5935
June 12-13 Snake Canoe and Kayak Classic
Idaho Falls, Idaho
Paul Reep (208) 5233572
July 10-11 Payette Whitewater Roundup *
South Fork Payette, Idaho
Bruce Bistline (208) 345-3654
July 17-18 White Salmon Races
Hasurn, Washington
Bill Bowie (503) 281-7765
July 31- Sauk River Race
Aug 1 Danington, Washington
Jennie Goldberg (206) 933-1178
Oct 9-10 Nooksack Race
N.F. Nooksack River, Washington
Peter Koci (604) 8763476

April 24-25 North Idaho Whitewater Festival
Riggins, Idaho
Willy Accola (800) 243-1677
May 1-2 B.C. Slalom Series #2
Capilano River, B.C., Canada
Brian Creer (604) 2756651
May 1-2 Bob's Hole *
Clackamus River, Estacada, Oregon
Steve Scherer (503) 2854464
May 2930 Mamquam Jr. Race (Sat)
Intenn. Race (Sun)
Squamish, B.C.
Don Jamieson (604) 898-5498
May 8-9 Olyrnic Regional Festival Trials and
N.W. Divisional Championship
Verlot, Washington
Dawn Meekhof (206) 6333165

*

* includes rodeo

U. KINGS*GORE CANYON*RUSSELL FK*GRAND CANYON

PSST!
Have You Heard About

I-

The Ultl'mate

"'
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GUIDEBOOK

This Book Includes...

- A coast-tecoast

parade of extraordinary rivers

- Complete trip logistics and descriptions
leader in whitewater instruction since 1972, MKC

offers highly personal instruction from Beginner to Expert
levels in both kayaking and open canoeing. Located on the
Madawaska River, w e provide all the comforts of a vacation
resort. And better yet, our rivers are clean, warm and uncrowded. Weekend and 5-day courses.
Box 635 Barry's Bay Ontario KOJ 1 BO
Summer: (61 3)756-3620 Winter: (613)594-5268

American Whitewater

And There's More...

- Hilarious misadventures and stunning photos by
renown river runners.

I

A peek at the cutting edge of paddlespofi toaky.. !
-Richard Penny, author
ilze Wzitewater Sourcebook

+

I

Order today: Send $13.95 $2 slh to Swiftwater
Publishing Co.,PO Box 3031, Portland, OR 97208
Dealer Inquiries: 503/292-5756

-

Boa
P Dagger 7
New Wave
0 Wavesports
Glitter Lids Helmet5
Q Extras~orts
Q

Paddles
3 custom Graphites

DURABLE-+

U W H I T E IW
N C . A T E R ,
1692 Second Street Pike Richboro, PA 18954 215-598-3669

2450 JONES RD. . *
LENOIR CITY, TN
(615) 986-93I
CALL OR WRITE FOR FREE BROCH

3rd Annual Nantahala Rescue Rodeo
and River Bottom Stomp
July 10, 1993

-- Wesser, NC
"This is a first rate event that is
enormously fun and a great learning
experience.
Relative competence is
judged, but only to add spice for those
with competitive drives. "
"The first aid judges were wonderful.
After we were through they helped us
understand what we did correctly and
what we could have done better. "
"Ugh, gross!"(entrant viewing latex bone
fragments protruding from a victim's leg)

Novice and open classes
Open and decked boats
Individual and team entry

For information, contact: Chris Bell, Route 1, Box 5 1 9, Candler, NC 2871 5 704-665-9665
American Whitewater
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OCOEE

RODEO
Dates: Saturday and Sunda): June 5 and 6
Where: Ocoee River; Duckown T i
More Information, registration forms, and dinner reservations contact:
Susan ~ i l s o n - ~ e n t r ~
646 Deer Creek Trail
Hoschton GA 30548
Home: 706-654-2725
Freestyle event for Kayaks, Squirt boats, C-1, and
Open Canoes.
Famous Man of Rubber Downriver Raft Race.
Team Trials for the 1993 WORLD WHITEWATER RODEO, October
16 and 17 1993.

Friday June 4
500-7:30 p.m. Registration at Ocoee put-in
($10 late registration fee after June 4)

Saturday June 5
7:30-9:00 a.m. Registration
(9:OO a.m. deadline for all registration!!!)
10:OO-2:00Squirt Competition at Torpedo
2:OO-5:00 Open Boat Competition at Hells Hole

Saturday evening
Awards, party, dinner, raffle, silent auction, auction, and live music. Location to be announced. A Great Time for competitors,
spectators, rafters, or any AWA supporters. (dinner reservations
are recommended)

Sunday June 6
10:OO a.m.-4:00 Surface K-1 and C-1 competition at
Hells Hole
9:00 a.m. Registration for raft race only at Ocoee
river put-in
4:30 Awards ceremony at Hells Hole

All money earned goes to the American Whitewater Affiliation!!!!
American Whitewater
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Phoenicia, NY 12464
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